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EDITORIAL 
Martin L. Fackler, MD 

POLICE OFFICER SAFETY ISSUES 
Our lead article, "Officer Reaction-Response Times 

In Firing A Handgun" should have a high degree of practical 
importance to the law enforcement community. One reason is 
implicit in the article: many unwarranted lawsuits are brought 
against the police because shooting incidents are viewed, er
roneously, .as static events. We hope this article will underline 
the usual dynamic nature of these incidents and the important 
role of reaction-response times in adjudicating them. 

The second reason we find this article so critical is its 
relation to individual officer safety. We have noted articles in 
the popular gun press promoting the idea that police depart
ments should require officers to keep their fingers outside the 
trigger guard until they have made the decision to shoot. Ap
parently this idea is being promoted to decrease the number of 
accidental firearm discharges. Those of the finger-outside-the
trigger-guard school tend to discount the additional time 
needed to react and fire a gun -- a mean of .312 seconds in our 
study -- as unimportant. We suggest that the mean time of 
.677 seconds necessary to react and fire a handgun starting 
with the finger outside the trigger guard might well become a 
deadly disadvantage and adversely affect officer safety. 
Surely there should be some group interested enough in officer 
safety to do the appropriate experiment and find out. Our 
guess is that a moderately agile person might be able to dis
arm a policeman who is unable to shoot for .677 seconds. If, 
perhaps, some department has done this, or any other study, to 
show that the increased time does not adversely affect officer 
safety (before they instituted their finger-outside-the trigger
guard policy) we would like to know about it and possibly 
publish their results. We bring this up because we do not 
know the answer: but our suspicion is that the finger-outside
the-trigger-guard policies are being instituted by police admin
istrators to decrease departmental liability -- possibly at the 
cost of increasing the risk to police officers' lives. 

We have discussed this issue with several experi
enced and knowledgeable police firearms trainers. They 
opined that no experienced officer in his right mind will go 
into a dark alley after an armed adversary with his or her 
finger outside the trigger guard -- regardless of what the 
regulations say. This, of course, means that the officer (not 
the department) is automatically the one at fault for any 
accidental discharge. This is an old, and all too common, 
governmental maneuver -- make the rules so unrealistic or 
complicated that everybody will be at fault at some time or 
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other. Hence, every untoward event is the fault of the in
dividual -- not the rule-making agency. 

TESTING 
We hope that the articles on bullet testing in wa

ter and water soaked newspapers, coupled with Duncan 
MacPherson's discussion of the dynamics of tissue simula
tion will encourage increased bullet testing by interested 
shooters. We would like to publish more articles from 
members on useful test procedures or results. 

LITERATURE REVIEWS 
In this issue, we have included reviews of a book and 

an article from the popular gun press that we would have 
preferred to have omitted because we prefer to deal solely 
with material generated by responsible authors. However, 
several of our members have appealed to us to help them out 
with these reviews: they report that some high ranking police 
administrators have been influenced by the foolishness we 
have reviewed. This is of consequence because these indi
viduals can (and do) influence departmental ammunition se
lection, and the selection of inferior departmental ammunition 
increases the risk to officers on the street. 

Finally, we come to the real "Wound Ballistics Lit
erature Review" (beginning on page 36). Our readers will find 
that they do not need a medical degree to understand this sec
tion, and they will find that they know a lot more about fire
arm effects and technology than do the trauma surgeon re
viewers and editors who have been responsible for publishing 
the unbelievable errors and misconceptions we have pointed 
out. In this section, also, we find an important and disquieting 
officer safety issue. A certain number of police officers will be 
shot in the line of duty. We feel they deserve the best possible 
surgical care for their wounds. The opening section of the 
literature review brings up some evidence that disturbs me 
greatly as a trauma surgeon: and should bother each police 
officer who has to put his or her life on the line to protect the 
rest of us. Those wounded by gunfire might be getting less 
than ideal care. 

The ignorance, carelessness, and lack of integrity 
in the "scientific" wound ballistics literature was what 
incited the birth of the journal of the IWBA. We have 
been tirelessly documenting the details of this problem in 
each issue and intend to continue. We hope the time will 
come when this body of evidence provides the impetus for 
meaningful improvement. 
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MEMBER QUESTIONS & COMMENTS 
One of the purposes of the IWBA is to provide 
iriformation to the members. Questions sent in by 
members that are of general interest will be answered in 
the Wound Ballistics Review in a format like this. 
Members are encouraged to submit any questions that 
they may have or any comments they wish to make to the 
IWBA office address. 

COMMENT: Dear Editor, In the "Number 1 Buckshot, the 
Number 1 Choice" (volume 2, Number 4 WBR) Mr. Cotey 
builds a good case for police agencies to stop issuing the 12 
gauge shotgun. 

In the section on patterns the 50% miss rate at 30 
feet with the No. 1 buck vs. the 100% hit rate of Federal 00 
"Tactical" demonstrates the shotguns greatest weakness. 
Shotguns cannot be depended upon to hit the suspect except at 
very short ranges. At any distance, 20 yards or more, the 
randomness of the patterns, even with more pellets in the air, 
means disabling wounds are pure chance. The opportunity for 
strays that endanger others is so great that an officer is placed 
in a no-shoot condition more times than not. 

A single bullet from a rifle or submachine can be 
placed upon the target with more certainty than any multi
pellet or slug load from a shotgun. 

Although Mr. Cotey states the typical U.S. police 
shotgun has a barrel of 18-20 inches in length he used a 24 
inch barrel on his test gun. Did this give the same or a similar 
performance as the shorter more typical guns in normal use? 

As Mr. MacPherson states in his following article, 
there is room for improving buckshot performance. Maybe 
less time should be spent on this type of research and more 
time spent re-educating police agencies, convincing the 
agency heads, to provide weapons better suited to everyday 
police operations. 

Police departments will be better armed if they 
replace the very short range shotgun with a much more 
versatile light carbine or submachine-gun. 

Don Dineen 

RESPONSE: A paper given at the first IWBA conference by 
Gene Wolberg and Luke Haag showed that shortening a shot
gun barrel from 24 to 18-20 inches reduced velocities by 
about 50 ftlsec. This effect will be smaller with the recom
mended subsonic loads. 

Don Dineen is not alone in his view that shotgun 
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pellet spread can be a problem for law enforcement. I re
cently responded to an IWBA member request to the 
IWBA office for technical support related to his depart
ment's transition from shotgun to .223; this change was 
initiated by the issues raised by Don. The important thing 
to remember is that not all law enforcement organizations 
have the same needs; as a result, there is no single "right" 
answer that is best for everyone. Each law enforcement 
agency should consider what armament and loads best suit 
the requirements and circumstances it must deal with. The 
IWBA has no commercial ties of any kind to manufactur
ers of guns, ammunition, armor, or other products and so 
can provide unbiased articles and commentary (there is no 
advertising in this Journal, some manufacturer representa
tives are members, but are not on the Board of Directors). 
The articles on law enforcement buckshot loads in the last 
Wound Ballistics Review were related to improving buck
shot loads for law enforcement agencies that use them, and 
should not be interpreted as a recommendation that all 
agencies should use buckshot. Note that the recommended 
load modifications in these articles should tighten patterns, 
which would both increase effectiveness and reduce the 
problems Don points out. 

Duncan MacPherson 

COMMENT: It's pretty easy to send you a $40 renewal 
because every issue seems better than the last. The proof
reading still needs attention, but the science is outstanding. 
These last articles on buckshot efficiency, showing how 
velocity could be traded for less kick and more pellets, are 
just right. 

Of course, there is another question out there-- is 
it proper, in police work, to dispatch a whole cloud of 
bullets with no certainty that any of them will go where 
you wish? With a common police revolver or pistol, you 
can shoot at somebody's head at 25 yards and be pretty 
sure of hitting him, if you have been careful. This isn't 
true with the common riot gun-- it gives a pattern, but 
with no good reason to suppose that any one shot will go 
right to its center. The 12-Gauge pump shotgun became 
our standard because most civilians already knew about it. 
Training convenience has shaded utility more than some
what. The New York City PD got along for a long time 
with .44-40 lever-action carbines as its shoulder-fired 
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back up. Such weapons extend the head-target range to 
100 yards or beyond. These days, you can do the same 
thing with any good semi-auto M16, SKS, AK47, or a 
great variety of modern or obsolescent military hardware. 
That is, most emergencies the patrolman faces could be 
resolved without bothering the swat team, if he had 
something better than a riot gun. 

Some folks may suppose that the use of rifled 
slugs-- and the sights that suit them-- make shotguns a 
precision weapon. Every time I go to the range with one 
of my slug guns, the accuracy of the ammo isn't the ques
tion. Some slug loads are good, others not so, but the real 
question is, how well can I shoot when my partner, the 
gun, is trying to bat loose all the joints in my shoulders? 

And I'm pretty experienced in such things-- I 
don't flinch with Springfields or Lee-Enfields or Military 
Mausers. But weighing 145 pounds with my boots on, I 
find about 20 rounds of slugs to be my practical limit. 
This is barely sufficient to get a crude zero. 

Imagine, then, how much harder it must be for the 
raw police recruit, probably no bigger than me if female or 
Asian, who must master the 12 -bore in his first experi
ence with shoulder fired weapons. 

So, as long as we persist in arming policemen 
with shotguns, we ought to consider a low-kick slug load. 
And this wouldn't be hard to do - if you cast the slug out 
of soft zinc instead of lead, you get a projectile 113 lighter, 
but hard enough so its performance against car bodies will 
be much better. Of course, it won't expand in flesh, but 
who needs much expansion in a . 72 caliber bullet? 

Yes, both our buckshot loads and our slug loads 
are designed to salute the ignorance of the hunter, not to 
help him. 

Your recent articles are an important contribution 
to defeating the fetish of super-powerful shotshells. Please 
keep it up. 

Yours Truly, Leon Day 

RESPONSE: Head shots at 25 yards are usually not 
practical in the stress of comb�t, especially in the not 
uncommon scenario of poor lighting. 

Recoil sensitivity may be related, to stature, but this 
is not just a matter of size. I have seen 180 pound male offi
cers who were very sensitive to 12 gauge recoil, and a female 
officer who thought they were wimps. In any case, it is ob
vious that shotgun recoil is a problem for many law en
forcement officers, especially those who come into training 
academies with little or no useful previous experience with 
firearms. The approach in the referenced articles deals 
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with this recoil problem without sacrificing effectiveness. 
I have reason to hope that there is some interest in 

this approach from at least some ammunition manufac
turers. If this does work out, you will be able to read 
about it in the Wound Ballistics Review. 

Duncan MacPherson 

COMMENT: Why doesn't the IWBA have membership 
cards? 

Several Members 

RESPONSE: Various members have asked about mem
bership cards, but in the past this has been an expense we 
needed to forego. However, Robyn (who runs the mem
bership office) has worked out a way to get good quality 
laminated membership cards at an acceptable cost, so this 
topic was discussed at a recent Board of Directors meet
ing, with a decision to have membership cards. This 
membership card production will take some time to im
plement (a result of the low cost approach), and so all 
members will not get cards at the same time. The cards 
will be sent out as they become available. The priority 
scheme for this membership card issuance will be as fol
lows: 

1 )  The first cards issued will go  to those having 4 (or 
more) Journal issues remaining on their subscrip
tions; this group includes those who have renewed or 
joined since Volume 2, #4 of the Journal was issued. 
All future new members will get cards upon joining. 

2) After the cards have been issued to those members 
covered in 1) above, cards will go to those having 3 
Journal issues remaining on their subscriptions. 

3) After the cards have been issued to those members 
covered in 2) above, cards will go to those having 2 
Journal issues remaining on their subscriptions. 

4) After the cards have been issued to those members 
covered in 3) above, cards will go to those having 1 
Journal issue remaining on their subscriptions. 

We do not know at this time how long this membership 
card issuing process will take, and ask for your patience 
while the process is ongoing. If you are really in a hurry 
to get a card, you can put yourself into group 1) by renew
ing early. Subscribers and Memberships that are held 
solely by an organization will not be issued a card. 

Your membership card will show an expiration 
date, which will remind you of when to renew (although 
renewal notices will still be sent). 

Duncan MacPherson 
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OFFICER REACTION - RESPONSE TIMES 

IN FIRING A HANDGUN 
Ernest J. Tobin* and Martin L. Fackler MD** 
* Firearms Training Coordinator, Georgia Public Safety Training Center, Forsyth Georgia 

** Wound Ballistics Consultant, Hawthorne, FL 

ABSTRACT 
PURPOSE-

A) To measure the time needed for police officers to 
fire a drawn handgun in response to a signal 

B) To measure the minimum time needed for police 
officers to fire a handgun, starting with their 
fmger outside the trigger guard 

C) To measure the time needed to tum the torso 90 
and 180 degrees 

METHOD-

A) Forty-six police officers were tested to determine 
the time it took them to fire their handguns. The of
ficers, with handguns drawn and pointed at the 
target, were expecting the signal to fire. Three 
shots were timed for each officer. 

B) "A" was repeated but with trigger fmger outside 
the trigger guard until the signal to fire was given. 

C) Volunteers turned their torsos 1 80 degrees as 
rapidly as possible while being videotaped. Play
back in single-frame mode (30 frames per second) 
was used to time the 90 and 180 degree turns. 

RESULTS-

A) The mean time from the signal to the firing of the 
handgun was 0.365 seconds. The three time meas
urements done for each of the 46 officers, or 13 8 
total measurements, were used to calculate the 
above mean. This also applies to "B" below. The 
raw data sheets have been inspected by and are re
tained by the editor. 

B) The mean time starting with the trigger fmger 
outside the trigger guard was 0.677 seconds. 

C) The mean time to tum the torso 90 degrees was 
0.3 1 0  seconds; to tum 1 80 degrees 0.676 seconds. 

CONCLUSION - The reaction-response and "tum" 
times show that persons can tum their torsos and end up 
facing away from a shooter by the time the gun is 
fired even though they were facing the gun at the 
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time the shooter decided to fire. 

Introduction 
Many lawsuits are brought charging officers 

with lying because the officer described having shot at 
the front of a felon but the shot entered the side or back. 
The purpose of this paper is to compare the time needed 
to tum the human torso with the time needed to react to 
a stimulus and fire a handgun; thereby illustrating that a 
person's rapid movement can cause a bullet to enter a 
different part of the torso than that facing the gun when 
the decision to fire was made. 

Methods 
A) Forty-six police officers from training courses at the 
Firearms Training Unit (FTU) of the Georgia Public 
Safety Training Center were tested to determine the time it 
took them to frre their handguns after an auditory signal. 
The officers began with their handguns drawn, pointed at 
the target, fmgers on the triggers, and were expecting the 
signal to frre. The times were measured using a PACT 
MKIII Shot Timer (Practical Applied Computer Technol
ogy, Inc., Grand Prarie, TX) which starts the timing with a 
beep signal and stops it by capturing the sound of the shot 
with a microphone in the timer. The timer was held behind 
the shooter's head, within a few feet of the handgun's 
muzzle, during the measurement. 
B) The same forty-six officers were tested in the same 
manner described in part A, with the exception that this 
time they waited for the start signal with their trigger 
fmgers outside the handgun's trigger guard. 
C) Two volunteers were filmed while accomplishing 
several maximum speed 1 80 degree turns of their torsos 
by the Georgia Public Safety Training Center Audio 
Visual Department, using a Sony BVU950 U-Matic SP 
video deck with a linear time code. Each volunteer was 
an active well-proportioned male, one 35 and the other 
45 years old. The volunteers began the turns using their 
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own cues to avoid measuring any reaction time neces
sary to react to a start signal. The tape was then played 
back in single-frame mode and the frames counted to 
determine the elapsed time to complete a 90 and a 180 
degree tum. The video system recorded frames at the 
rate of 30 per second: thus there was a time of 0.033 
seconds between frames, and this was the basis of the 
time measurements. A total of five 180 degree turns 
were timed; to time the 90 degree turns, frames were 
counted for the frrst half of each 180 degree tum. 

Results' 
A) The mean time from the PACT Timer's beep signal 
to the frring of the handgun was 0.365 seconds, with a 
standard deviation of ±0. 1 46 seconds and a range of 
0. 1 8  to 0.89 seconds. 
B) The mean time from the beep signal to the firing of the 
handgun, starting with the trigger fmger outside the trigger 
guard, was 0.677 seconds, with a standard deviation of 
±0.238 seconds and a range of 0.24 to 1.24 seconds. 
C) The mean time in which the volunteers were able to 
turn their torso 90 degrees was 0.3 1 0  seconds, with a 
standard deviation of ±0.05 seconds and a range of 0.23 
to 0.36 seconds. The 1 80 degree tum took a mean time 
of 0.676 seconds, with a standard of ±0. 1 66 seconds 
and a range of 0.53 to 0.93 seconds. 

Discussion 
During the past eight years, the staff at the 

Firearms Training Unit (FTU) of the Georgia Public 
Safety Training Center has used the "SNS" Reaction 
Time Simulator (produced by Audio Intelligence De
vices of Ft. Lauderdale, FL) for Judgment Training in 
the use of Deadly Force as an aid in the training courses 
it offers to police officers from throughout the state of 
Georgia. This simulator consists of a screen onto which 
an image is projected from a videotape player, a hand
gun which shoots an infra-red beam in lieu of a bullet, 
and a computer which tabulates the time from the frrst 
appearance on the screen of a "shoot" situation until the 
infrared beam hits the screen. The location of the infra
red "shots" on the screen is also sensed by the system 
and correlated with the image on the screen (to deter
mine "hits" and "misses"). 

In addition to using this simulator for training 
in "shoot vs. don't shoot" scenarios, the staff of the FTU 
has used it to measure the basic reaction-response times 
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of students. For these measurements, the student points 
the infrared-diode-equipped handgun at the blank screen 
with his or her fmger on the trigger. As soon as an image 
appears on the screen, the student shoots: for this meas
urement there is no "shoot or don't-shoot decision re
quired." This simple basic reaction-response time has been 
measured for hundreds of police officers. Most were able 
to reduce their reaction-response times to between 0.25 and 
0.33 seconds after a few practice runs. 

The purpose of the SNS simulator is training, 
rather than research, and written records of these basic 
reaction times were not kept. Records were kept, how
ever, of two police training classes in which the same 
basic no-judgment-required reaction-response times 
were measured using a PA�T Shot Timer as described 
in the "Methods" section above. This same group of 46 
officers also had the their basic no-judgment-required 
reaction-response times measured while being required 
to keep their trigger fmgers outside the handgun's 
trigger guard until they heard the start beep. The statis
tics for these two groups of basic reaction-response 
times, reported under A and B in "results", serve to 
illustrate the degree of variation in these times as well 
as establishing the additional time needed (mean addi
tional time was 0.3 12  sec) for the reaction-response 
when the officer starts with his or her fmger outside 
handgun's trigger guard. The basic reaction-response time 
for the officer to shoot when forced to start with the trigger 
finger outside the trigger guard was nearly doubled -- the 
mean increased from 0.365 to 0.677 seconds. 

The basic reaction-response times reported 
above are consistent with the simple, no-choice-required 
reaction times reported in the literature. J-J When two or 
more choices (or, in fact, any complicating factors) are 
introduced, additional time is added to the reaction
response time: this is attributed to the additional mental 
operations required. 3 Stress can be produced even in 
some simulator training scenarios; and this stress, as 
would be expected, generally increases the reaction
response time by an average of 50 to 1 00%.4 Every
thing we know about the factors that alter reaction
response times would cause us to predict that this time 
would be increased even further by a real life
threatening shooting situation -- but we are unaware of 
any studies that have attempted to measure this. 

The method we used to determine the time 
necessary to turn the torso 90 and 1 80 degrees is easy 
for any reader to duplicate who has access to a video 
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6. 
7. 
8. 
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Table 1 

FINGER ON TRIGER 

Time in seconds 

.29 .33 .. 29 

.91 .54 .36 

.48 .56 .33 

.31 .26 .37 

.42 .81 .35 

.26 .39 .30 

.44 .43 .32 

.47 

.25 

.20 

.29 

.28 

.17 

.44 

.34 

.16 

FINGER OUTSIDE TRIGER GUARD 

Time in seconds 

.54 .78 .62 

.60 1.48 .73 

.86 1.01 .69 

.41 .59 .40 

.81 .68 .78 

.39 .60 .67 

1.80 .59 .81 

.99 .62 .65 

.42 .43 .47 

.26 .25 .20 

II. .31 .25 .25 .37 .51 .59 
12. .93 1.21 .52 1.24 .85 .64 
13. .27 .17 .27 .37 .46 .45 
14. .50 .36 .55 .35 .85 .61 
15. .48 .40 .38 .58 .63 .39 
16. .32 .32 .30 .61 . 79 .84 
17. .67 .61 .39 .84 .72 .68 
18. .35 .38 .26 .27 .35 .31 
19. 1.48 .18 .19 .38 .52 .37 
20. .41 .39 .35 .41 .34 .36 

····---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----�-
21. .42 .40 .3 7 .64 .60 .55 
22. .98 .58 .56 .73 1.05 .94 

23. .51 .64 .51 .83 .86 .66 

24. .37 .31 .33 .91 .51 .70 
25. .32 .30 .32 .80 .78 .72 
26. .33 .34 .32 1.04 1.13 . 97 
27. .66 .42 .38 1.37 .69 .46 
28. .29 .46 .28 .79 .56 .55 
29. .20 .17 .24 1.00 .88 .64 
30. .28 .21 .22 .42 .40 .38 

------------------------·------------------- -------------------------------------------------------
31. .43 .45 .36 .88 1.03 .95 

32. .26 .27 .26 1.55 .99 .94 
33. .33 .23 .24 .85 .77 .70 
34. .16 .18 .19 .44 .50 .47 
35. .28 .28 .28 .37 .34 .41 
36. .25 .51 .21 .86 .44 .45 
37. .21 .28 .24 .30 .27 .26 
38. .54 .38 .24 .86 .83 .80 
39. .25 .26 .28 .60 .61 .65 

40. .23 .24 .23 1.17 1.29 1.27 
- -- -- - -- -------------------------- ------ ----------------- - ------- ----------------------------------

41. .31 .36 .27 .29 .44 .35 

42. .25 .39 .28 1.0 .95 .95 

43. .32 .43 .51 .91 1.23 .79 
44. .23 .18 .20 .48 .39 .34 
45. .25 .32 .28 .49 .63 .79 
46. .20 .23 .27 . 73 .41 .45 
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camera with single-frame playback mode. A credible 

measurement can also be obtained even more simply by 
timing the tum with a stopwatch. The minimum time 

necessary for the 90 degree tum, 0.23 seconds, and for 
the 1 80 degree tum, 0.53 seconds, are the most critical 

times for our analysis. The mean reaction-response time 
with the fmger outside the trigger guard (mandated by 

many Police Departments as a means of trying to 

prevent accidental discharges) of 0.677 seconds is about 
the same as the mean time to tum 1 80 degrees and well 
above the 0. 53 second minimum time needed to tum the 

torso 1 80 degrees. The mean reaction responce time 
with the fmger inside the trigger guard (.365 seconds) is 
larger than the mean time to tum the torso 90 degrees. 

Given these figures, it seems to us that plaintiff's 
attorneys will no longer be able to deny the potential 
credibility of an officer who describes shooting when 
facing a felon but whose shot hit in the side or back. 

Additionally, we have noted that plaintiff's at

torneys nearly always tend to repeatedly emphasize 
"shot in the back" in any case in which the autopsy 
diagram of the back half of the body shows a bullet 
entrance hole (see Fig. 1 ). We suggest that in most 
cases this is imprecise and misleading. A far more 
precise approximation of the entry angles of bullets in 
the human torso can be obtained by dividing the body's 

360 degree circumference into four 90 degree zones: 
front, right side, back, and left side (Fig. 1 ). There are 
even cases in which the bullet's angle is actually from 
the front and the bullet strikes back of the midline of the 
body (also shown in Fig. 1 ). 

Conclusions 
In this paper we have shown that a person who 

decides to tum rapidly at the time a shooter decides to 
shoot can easily be hit in the side or back due to the 
reaction-response time required to flre a handgun. We 
have also provided a more precise nomenclature to 

replace the emotionally charged "shot in the back" for 
describing the direction of most bullet paths in the body. 

Before accusing an officer of lying because his 
or her bullet struck a felon in a part of the body other 

than that which the officer reported was facing him or 
her at the time of firing, plaintiffs' attorneys would do 
well to consider the facts reported in this paper. One 
cannot deny the reaction-response times necessary to 
shoot a handgun: and one cannot deny that a person can 
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move his or her body considerably during this time that 
it takes to shoot a handgun. These are facts, not theory. 

We hope that our measurements and analysis 
will discourage unwarranted lawsuits that are brought 
because attorneys have failed to recognized the impor
tance of applying reaction-response times to the analy
sis of shooting incidents . 

Figure 1 

FRONT 

BACK 

A diagram of a cross section of the human torso is 
shown to help separate true shots "in the back" (those 
entering the 90 degree back segment) from those 
entering from the sides. Additionally, a bullet path that 
has a front-to-back component, AB, is shown; yet it 
strikes the torso behind the midline. If shown on the 
common diagrams of the body included with many 
autopsy reports (views from the front and from the 
back), this bullet would be classified, erroneously, as a 
"shot in the back" by many. 
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VELOCITY NECESSARY FOR A BB TO 

PENETRATE THE EYE: AN EXPERIMEN

TAL STUDY USING PIG EYES 
Kramer D. Powley*, Dean B. Dahlstrom*, Valerie J. Atkins**, 

and Martin· L. Fackler, MD*** 
*Firearms Examiners, Forensic Laboratory, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada 

**Firearms Division Branch Chief, Federal Law Enforcement Training Center, Glynco, GA 

*** Wound Ballistics Consultant, Hawthorne, FL 

ABSTRACT 

PURPOSE - To determine the V-50 threshold veloc
ity needed for a steel BB to penetrate the eye of a 230 
pound pig 

METHOD - BBs were shot at a distance of ten feet 
into the corneas of pig eyes with a pump action BB gun 

RESULTS: - The V-50 velocity for corneal penetra
tion and serious disruption of the eye was found to be 
246 ft/sec 

CONCLUSION - Due to the nearly identical size 
and anatomy of the human eye to the pig eyes used in 
this study, it is felt that 246 ft/sec is a reasonable ap
proximation of the velocity needed to penetrate the hu
man eye. 

Introduction 
Under Section 84( 1) of the Criminal Code of 

Canada, a "firearm" is defmed as "any barrelled weapon 
from which any shot, bullet, or other projectile can be 
discharged and that is capable of causing serious bodily 
injury or death to a person .... " Since most would agree 
that the loss of an eye constitutes a "serious bodily in
jury", it was felt that the determination of the velocity 
required of a standard steel 0.171 inch diameter BB to 
penetrate the cornea of the eyeball would be useful in 
defming the minimum power weapon that would be 
considered a "firearm" under Canadian law. 

10 

Methods 
This study was done in the shooting range of 

the Forensic Laboratory of the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police in Regina, Saskatchewan. A Crossman 
"Power Master" Model 760 BB gun was used to shoot 
Crossman "Copperhead" BBs (copper plated steel 
spheres, 0.170 to 0.172 inches in diameter) weighing 
5. 5 grains each, from a distance of ten feet. The velocity 
of BBs shot from this pump action gun can be varied 
throughout its range by modifying the number of times 
the gun is pumped prior to each shot. 

Velocities were recorded using a Model 4040 
counter, manufactured by MV Ordnance Industries of 
Newfoundland, NJ: the start and stop impulses were 
generated by Oehler Model 55 light screens, placed five 
feet apart. 

The pig eyeballs had about a half-inch section 
of the optic nerve attached and this was used to fix them 
in place on an 8 inch square block of 10% ordnance 
gelatin. A cavity was carved out on the front surface of 
the gelatin block into which the eyeballs (which were 
slightly less than one inch in diameter) would fit, with 
the front of the eyeball protruding slightly forward of 
the gelatin surface. The eyeballs were held in this posi
tion by forcing a hemostat through the back of the gela
tin block, grasping the stump of the optic nerve with it, 
and pulling backward with enough tension to hold the 
eyeball in place. This slight tension was maintained by 
the friction of the gelatin against the hemostat. The eye
balls, from approximately ten month old pigs (each 
weighing about 230 pounds) were obtained from Inter
continental Packers of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. They 
were kept refrigerated for three days after removal -
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until several hours before they were shot. 
Two observers, one on each side of the eyeball 

(watching from a distance of two to three feet), noted 
the point of impact of each shot on the eyeball. This 
was necessary since we did not wish to count, inadver
tently, as nonpenetrations, shots that struck the sclera 
outside the area of the cornea. Based on the anatomy 
and histology of the sclera we expected it to be consid
erably more resistant to perforation than the cornea and 
our purpose was to determine the minimum velocity 
needed to penetrate the globe of the eye through the 
more vulnerable cornea. 

Results 
The results of our study are presented in Table 

1. All of the shots reported either struck and bounced 
off the cornea of the eyeball or penetrated it. All pene
trating BBs perforated the cornea, passed through the 
anterior chamber of the eye, disrupted the iris and lens, 
passed entirely through the posterior chamber (con
taining the jellylike vitreous humor), and came to rest 
against the retina on the posterior wall of the eyeball. 

We did not record the velocities of the numer
ous shots (about 20) that missed the cornea. The cornea 
measured just slightly more than one-half inch in diame
ter and was not an easy target using a BB gun with 
open sights. Optical sights would have undoubtedly im
proved the accuracy and diminished the number of shots 
needed to complete our study. 

The sclera appeared to be more difficult to per
forate than the cornea since we had no perforations of it 
by any of the "misses" that stnick outside the area of the 
cornea (and were not recorded) even though many of 
these had velocities higher than the BBs that penetrated. 
We accept the possibility that we could be wrong in this 
assumption; the angle at which those BBs hit the globe 
of the eye might have predisposed them to glance off 
rather than penetrate the eyeball. 

Discussion 
We were unable to fmd any studies in which 

any projectile penetration velocities were measured in 
the eyes of any animals approximating the size of hu
mans*. We found one study which used methods similar 
to our own in which the V-50 penetration threshold ve
locity for BBs was measured in the eyes of freshly 
killed five to seven-month-old rabbits 1• The V -50 veloc
ity found in that study was 249 ft/sec - very close to 
our own fmding of 246 ft/sec. 

The V-50 "Ballistic Limit" is defmed as the 
velocity at which 50% of test projectiles will penetrate 
and 50% will not. It is the most frequently used method 
for scientifically evaluating the limits of various types 
of hard and soft armor. It has many advantages over the 
"pass-fail" type tests, including consistency, reliability, 
and reproducibilitY. The stlldy mentioned above1, how
ever, is the only one we have found in which the scien
tifically valid V -50 threshold velocity method was used 
to establish a penetration threshold for animal struc
tures, such as skin, bones, the corneas of the eye, etc. 
Pass-fail type studies use fewer shots, but fail to point 
out and quantify the variability of results that is shown 
clearly in the "zone of mixed results" inherent in the V-
50 test (see Table 1 ). 

The eye cornea V -50 perforation threshold ve
locity of 246 ft/sec, as determined by our study, is con
siderably less than the approximate 330 ft/sec threshold 
found previously for the perforation of pig skin3. 

BB guns of the type used in this study can eas
ily produce velocities over 600 ft/sec. There have been 
many deaths produced by BBs of this velocity: these are 
reported mostly in children4• A BB at 600 ft/sec, how
ever, is fully capable of killing an adult: the fourth 
author of this paper has two autopsy reports in his ftles 
of adult males killed by BB shots to the chest. In both 
cases the aorta was penetrated: in one case the airgun (a 
Daisy Powerline Model 880) was tested in the local 
Criminalistics Laboratory and found to be capable of 
producing velocities up to 633 ft/sec. This pump type of 
BB gun, capable of producing velocities over 60;0 ft/sec, 
is used by all serious wound ballistics researchers to 
calibrate their 1 0% ordnance gelatin. 

*In the October 1996 Journal of Trauma, Bond et al. claimed that "Ocular penetration can occur at velocities of only 130 

ftlsec" (p. 676). They cited Lucas et al. for support, who repeated the claim but gave no experimental results, citing Christoffel 
et al. for support. Christoffel et a/. again repeated the claim, giving no data but citing Bowen et al. for support. Bowen et a/. 
mentioned neither the 130ft/sec claim nor any other BB velocities in their paper. All in all, nine authors (including the et 
al.s), plus more editors and reviewers, propagated missinformation in this chain of errors by ignoring the basic tenet of schol
arly writing that demands verification of any citation used. 
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Velocity 
(ft/sec) 

1 80 

291 

264 

266 

225 

242 

278 

292 

2 1 4  

22 1 

220 

223 

2 1 4  

228 

222 

222 

269 

257 

280 

Notes: 

TABLE 1 

Effect 

bounced off 

penetrated 

penetrated 

penetrated 

bounced off 

penetrated 

skidded upward 

penetrated 

penetrated 

bounced off 

penetrated 

bounced off 

bounced off 

bounced off 

bounced off 

bounced off 

gouged cornea 

bounced off 

penetrated 

LP 

LP 

HNP 

LP 

HNP 

LP 

LP 

HNP 

HNP 

HNP 

LP, for "low penetration" indicates the five lowest velocity 
penetrating: their average velocity was 241 ft/sec. HNP, for 

"high nonpenetration" indicates the five highest velocity 
nonpenetrating shots: their average velocity was 25 1 ftlsec. 
The numerical average of the LP and the HNP averages is 
the velocity at which half of the shots can be expected to 
penetrate and half not; this average is defined as the V -50 
velocity and is 246 ft/sec in this testing. 

The difference between the highest velocity shot that did 
not penetrate, 278 ft/sec, and the lowest velocity shot that 
did penetrate, 214  ftlsec, (a spread of 64 ftlsec) is known as 
the zone of mixed results. 
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The less expensive lever action BB guns (such 
as the Daisy "Red Ryder" model) produce a lower ve
locity than the pump action models, and this velocity 
cannot be varied. These are probably the most common 
type of BB gun in the USA: they are often given to 
youths, with little consideration of their capacity to 
cause injury. The fourth author recently recorded the 
velocities for ten shots with a Daisy "Red Ryder" model 
lever action BB gun and found the mean velocity to be 
265 ft/sec (Fackler, unpublished data, 1 996). Since this 
velocity is 1 9  ft/sec higher than the V -50 velocity we 
have determined for the cornea of the eye, it is likely 
that this Daisy "Red Ryder" BB gun would be defmed 
as a "firearm" under Cariadian law. 

Conclusions 
Due to the grossly identical size and anatomy of 

the eye of the adult-human-sized pig to that of the adult 
human, we feel that using the V-50 method to determine 
the threshold velocity necessary for a BB to penetrate 
the eyes of 230 pound pigs gives a reasonable approxi
mation of the threshold velocity necessary for a BB to 
penetrate the human eye. 

We suggest that the V-50 of 246 ft/sec for a 
steel BB, as determined by our study, is a reasonable 
standard for use by the forensic community to defme the 
minimum velocity this common projectile must possess 
to produce "serious bodily injury" with a hit in the cor
nea of the eye. 
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WATER TESTING .38 SPECIAL +P 

HOLLOW POINTS 
Ronald L. Jones 

Abstract 
The author tested five .38 Special +P hollow point 

loadings by firing them vertically into water in order to 
estimate the penetration depth (and expansion) one 

would expect to obtain in gelatin (or soft tissue) based 

on the penetration modeling given in the book "Bullet 

Penetration "-by Duncan MacPherson. 

A simple water testing tank was constructed which al
lowed the author to fire many shots in a short amount of 

time, with minimal set-up time. 

This report describes the construction of the author's 

water testing tank, and the subsequent testing in water 

of .38 Special +P hollow point ammunition using the 

modeling given in chapter 10 of "Bullet Penetration. " 

Construction And Set-Up Of 
Water Testing Tank 

A water testing tank was constructed for the 
ammunition testing using parts from two 55 gallon steel 
drums . The drums used were approximately 35 inches 
long and 22 1 /2 inches in diameter. A "plasma cutter" 
was used to cut a segment approximately 1 3  inches long 
from the top of one drum, which was subsequently 
welded on top of the other. This resulted in a water 
testing tank approximately 48 inches long and 22 1 /2 
inches in diameter, with a capacity of about 75 gallons.  
A hole was cut near the base of the tank, and a faucet 
(which would accept a garden hose) was welded in 
place to facilitate draining when needed (see Figure 1 ). 

The tank was painted with rust-resistant paints 
- "gloss white" inside for visibility, "flat gray" on the 
outside. A spent bullet retrieval basket was fashioned 
from a circle of aluminum screen cut once along it's 
"radius" and formed into a slight "cone" shape, with 4 
pieces of nylon cord (approximately 6 feet long, each) 
attached at four equal distant points around it's perime
ter. (Note - this basket has since been discarded due 
to it's "floppiness" and one is being designed from sheet 
metal with small openings for drainage, which should be 
much more "user friendly".) 
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Using a garden hose, the water testing tank was 
filled to about 1 inch from the top, which gave the 
author approximately 46 1 /2 inches of water depth (the 
bottom drum had a 1 /2 inch flange at it's base). The 
bullet retrieval basket was submerged and allowed to 
sink to the bottom. The four nylon strings attached to 
the basket became "slack" in the water, and were moved 
toward one side and draped over the top rim of the tank. 
(Taping the nylon strings to the tank will help to keep 
them from falling into the tank during testing.) 

A semi-clear plastic drop cloth was cut into 
several pieces (each of an appropriate size to cover the 
top of the tank); masking tape was wrapped around the 
top end of the tank to hold one of these pieces in place 
as a "splash guard". (You can expect to get moderately 
wet, especially if you don't change the plastic cover 
every 1 0  shots, or so.) The author used a 4-foot step
ladder as a shooting platform, however, anyone trying 
to duplicate this testing would be advised to use a 6-foot 
stepladder for greater stability and safety. 
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Test Results 
The five .38 Special +P factory hollow point 

loadings listed in Table l were tested by firing 1 0  
rounds of each vertically into the water testing tank, 
using a Smith & Wesson Model 64 Military and Police 
revolver with a 4" heavy barrel. Muzzle distance to 
water was 2 feet, and the shooting angle was 90 degrees 
from horizontal. (It is a good idea to pause for a few 
seconds between shots to allow "churned-up" air bub
bles to dissipate. ) 

The 1 0 spent bullets from each load then had 

their expanded diameters measured (in mm, using a 
Lyman digital caliper), and were also weighed (in 
grains, using an RCBC 5-0-2 reloader's scale). This 
data is listed in Table 2 and photographs of the bullets 
with minimum, average, and maximum expansion are 
shown in Figure 2. 

Using the same lots of ammunition, 10 rounds 
of each load were fired horizontally through the author's 
chronograph (Pact model 1 )  from a distance of 1 5  feet 
(2 feet between sky screens). Average velocity (given in 
Table 2) was assumed to be the velocity for each of the 
rounds fired in the expansion testing. 

Analysis And Conclusions 
The penetration of each of the rounds tested 

was estimated using Figures 1 0-6 and 1 0-7 as described 
on page 25 1 of "Bullet Penetration" by Duncan 
MacPherson. (Note: some of the data points fell beyond 
the boundaries of figures 1 0-6 and 1 0-7, and were cal

culated separately by Duncan MacPherson for the 
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TABLE 1 

L O A D S  T E S T E D  
Speer 1 25 gr. Gold Dot Hollow Point 

(load # 23720, lot # E1 5A22) 

Rem ington 1 25 gr. BJ HP Golden Sabre 
(load # GS38SB, lot # Y27 PA0603) 

Federal 1 29 gr. Hydra-Shock HP 
(load # P38HSI, lot # 1 231 79H003) 

Winchester 1 47 gr. Subsonic JHP 
(load # SUB38S, lot # 01 8HF51 1 0) 

Winchester 1 58 gr. Lead HP 
(load # X38SPD, lot #6GM 1 0  71 ) 

author.) These estimated penetration depths in standard 
gelatin are given in Table 3. The variation in expansion 
shown in Figure 2 produces the penetration differences. 

The load with the most consistent expansion was the 
Winchester 1 58 gr. LHP. 

TABLE 2 

T E S T  B U L L E T  E X P A N D E D  
D I A M E T E R S  A N D  B U L L E T W E I G H T S  

Speer 1 25 gr. GDHP 
V=957 fps 

EXPANDED WEIGHT 
DIAMETER GRAINS 

mm 
20.0 1 24 
1 5.5 1 25 
1 4.8 1 24 
14 .5  1 24 
14 .5  1 24 
1 4.2 1 24 
1 4. 1  1 24 
14 . 1 1 24 
14 .0  1 24 
1 3.9 1 24 

Federal 1 29 gr. HSHP 
V=895 fps 

EXPANDED WEIGHT 
DIAMETER GRAINS 

mm 
20.5 
1 8.3 
1 6.4 
1 6.4 
1 6. 1  
1 5.8 
1 5.7 
1 5.6  
1 5.0 
9.2° 

1 28 
1 1 7:.! 

1 08� 

1 07� 

1 07� 

1 23 
1 23 
1 08� 

97� 

1 28 

Winchester 1 58 gr. LHP 
V=875 fps 

EXPANDED WEIGHT 
DIAMETER GRAINS 

mm 
1 5. 1  1 57 
14 .9  1 56 

1 4.8 1 57 

1 4.8 1 56 
1 4.7 1 56 
1 4.7 1 56 

14 .7  1 56 

1 4.6  1 56 
1 4.4 1 57 
1 4.3 1 57 

Remington 125 gr. BJHP 
V=1 015 fps 

EXPANDED WEIGHT 
DIAMETER GRAINS 

mm 
1 5.9 1 23 
1 5.8 1 24 
1 5.6 1 24 
1 5.6 1 23 
1 5.5  1 23 
1 5.4 1 24 
1 5.2 1 24 
1 4.9 1 24 
1 4.6 921 

1 4.4 931 

VVinchester 147 gr. SSJHP 
V=849 fps 

EXPANDED WEIGHT 
DIAMETER GRAINS 

mm 
1 6.8 1 454 

1 6. 1  1 48 

1 5.8 1 47 
1 5.7  1 454 

1 5.4 1 464 

1 5.3 1 464 

1 5.3 1 454 

1 4.9 1464 

1 4.3 1 454 

1 4.0 1 454 

1 loss of jacket, but jacket 
in  one place 

2 Severe jacket frag
mentation 

3 Jackets totally sepa
rated and fragmented. 

4 Minor jacket fragmenta
tion (2-3 "Petals" broke
off at front of jacket 
edge around hollow
point opening. 

o No expansion. 
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FIGURE 2 

M I N I M U M . AVE RAG E. A N D  M A X I M U M  E X P A N S I O N  

S P E E R  G D H P 

R E M I N G T O N  B J H P  

F E D E R A L  H S H P  

W I N C H E S T E R  S S J H P  

W I N C H E S T E R  L H P  
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TABLE 3 

ESTIMATED PENETRATION - INCHES Acknowledgments 
SPEER REM FED WIN WIN The author wishes to thank Mr. 
1 25 gr. 1 25 gr. 1 29 gr. 1 47 gr. 1 58 gr. Duncan MacPherson for his help. 
GDHP BJHP HSHP SSJHP LHP 

7.3 1 0.4 7.0 1 0.0 1 2.7 
1 0.5 1 0.4 7.7 1 0.7 1 3. 1  Reference 
1 1 .4 1 0.6 8.4 1 1 . 1  1 3. 1  Bullet Penetration - Modeling 
1 1 .8 1 0.6  8.4 1 1 . 1 1 3. 1  
1 1 .8 1 0.8 8.6 1 1 .7 1 3. 1  

the Dynamics and the Incapacitation Re-
1 2.4 1 0.8 9.6 1 1 .7 1 3. 1  suiting from Wound Trauma by Duncan 
1 2.4 1 1 .2 9.8 1 1 .7 1 3. 1  MacPherson 
1 2.4 1 1 .6 9.0 1 2.2 1 3.4 
1 2.4 9.3 8.8 1 3.0 1 3.8 
1 2.4 9.6 26.6 1 3.4 1 3.8 

AVERAGE PENETRATION -INCHES 
1 1 .5 1 0.5  1 0.4 1 1 .7 1 3.2 

Editorial Comment 
Ron Jones has shown that it is possible to do useful "do it yourself" testing relatively simply while 

avoiding the gelatin preparation work required for gelatin testing.  This testing has l imitations and uncertainties 
that do not exist for gelatin testing , but provides the most im portant information despite these l im itations. 

The water testing and analysis described by Ron Jones is based on the assumption that bullet expan
sion in water and gelatin is very s imi lar. This assum ption is often valid for J H P  handgun bul lets (for exam ple, 
see the 9mm subsonic rounds fi red into water, tissue, and gelatin i l lustrated in  Figure 7- 1 of Bullet Penetration) , 
but this near equivalence is not always true. This source of this difference is not a mystery; it is a result of the 
J H P  bullet design.  Understanding this difference really i nvolves understanding the evolution of J H P  bullet de
sign .  

U nti l the 1 970s, the conventional wisdom was that i t  was not practical to design a bullet that 
would expand reliably at practical ( i .e . ,  near 1 000 ft/sec) handgun velocities. Real breakthroughs in J H P  hand
g un bul let design were made during the 1 970s, but these new designs were viewed with some suspicion by 
many because of erratic expansion. The design breakthrough was a JHP that opened up in response to the 
equivalent of flu id pressure rather than requiring a relatively massive lead deformation in response to this pres
sure (typically a larger hollow point with thinner side walls). These new J H P  bul let designs usually expanded 
well in tissue, gelatin ,  or water, but often had little or no expansion if the cavity became even slightly plugged 
(as when firing through barriers or even heavy clothing).  The im portance of this problem was emphasized by 
the FBI handgun bullet test protocol (which included bullet-stressing barrier scenarios) developed in late 1 989. 
The response of the designers at the major ammunition manufacturers was to further improve JHP handgun 
bullet designs to achieve "robustness" in expansion. This term robustness simply means that the JHP design is 
not overly sensitive to having ideal conditions to achieve good expansion; these robust designs usually have 
good expansion even after penetrating heavy clothing and other reasonable common barriers, but do not over 
deform and break up in the absence of barriers. As a result, these robust designs tend to have similar expan
sion in soft tissue, gelatin, and water. 

The bottom l ine conclusion of all of this is that unsatisfactory bul let expansion in water (usually overex
pansion or break up) indicates that the J H P  design expands too m uch to be robust (even if it appears that the 
design expands well in bare gelatin) .  If the J H P  design is shown to be not robust, the testing has g iven the an
swer most needed; this is not the best bul let, and something better is probably available. Note that satisfactory 
expansion in water (or bare gelatin) does not demonstrate that the bul let design is robust in barrier scenarios; 
these m ust be tested individually. Duncan MacPherson 
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WATER SOAKED NEWSPAPERS: 

AN ALTERNATIVE FOR 10°/o 

ORDNANCE GELATIN 
George Bredsten 

"No satisfactory substance is available as an 
object to shoot at which we can be sure will act the 
same as living flesh does under bullet impact." 1 Before 
this statement of General Julian S .  Hatcher was printed 
in 1935, a variety of substances had been tried; e.g. , 
hrnnan cadavers, live animals, clay, lead plates and 
yellow laundry soap.2 Mter this statement of General 
Hatcher, other media were tested; e.g., duxseal, small 
(one gallon or less) water filled containers, large 
(multiple gallons) water filled containers, ordnance 
gelatin (various percentages) and wet pack. For one or 
more reasons cited by General Hatcher, most of these 
media are not valid substitutes for living flesh. 

Clay, as well as duxseal, causes bullets to ex
pand to a much greater extent than they do in body tis
sues. Consequently, the track of a bullet fired into clay 
or duxseal bears little if any semblance to the wound 
profile of that bullet frred into body tissues. However, 
as late as 1 987 the Federal Cartridge Company was 
using shots into clay to advertise to law enforcement the 
expansion of its bullets. 3 

Some testers use water filled containers. These 
containers may be two-quart cardboard milk cartons, 
one gallon milk/water plastic jugs or even a trough 
containing a number of water filled plastic bags. While 
the resistance of water is such that a bullet expands to 
approximately the same size that it does in living tissue; 
there are two bullet performance characteristics that are 
not practical to measure, but must be estimated. 

These two bullet performance characteristics 
are the depth of penetration and the expansion variation 
due to the container walls. First, the depth of bullet 
penetration in water can be measured, but it will be at 
best an approximation. When a bullet penetrates into 
the last water filled container during its penetration tra
jectory there is no practical way to ascertain at what 
distance in the container the bullet stopped its forward 
motion. For example, if the container is four inches 
thick, where did the bullet stop its forward motion? A 
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person can only conclude the bullet penetrated to a dis
tance somewhere between just after the base of the bul
let entered into the container to just short of the bullet 
nose impacting the far inside of the container. This 
means the bullet could have been from about Y2 inch to 
perhaps 3 15 I 16 inches into th� container. 

There is another factor: the difference of bullet 
penetration in water and in tissue. Because of this dif
ference, a conversion factor must be used. Although 
there is not a consensus as to the numerical value for 
this conversion factor, many testers agree that whatever 
distance a bullet penetrates into water, that bullet will 
penetrate approximately fifty-eight (58%) percent as 
deep into tissue. 4 

There is a second bullet performance character
istic that also affects bullet penetration. This is the re
sistance of the cardboard or plastic walls of water filled 
containers.  The resistance, in the case of the cardboard 
milk containers, would probably be minimal, but none
theless is an unknown. However, the results of a num
ber of tests using water filled one gallon plastic jugs 
indicate the cumulative resistance of multiple layers of 
plastic does affect penetration significantly. 5 

There has been a significant amount of research 
involving the preparation, calibration and testing of 
ordnance gelatin (various percentages). Most serious 
students of wound ballistics tend to agree that properly 
prepared and calibrated 1 0% ordnance gelatin is the 
best tissue simulant currently available. 6 However, 
many law enforcement agencies do not have the equip
ment, facilities, fmances, personnel or time to use 1 0% 
ordnance gelatin as a tissue simulant. For those who 
are unable to use 10% ordnance gelatin, but who still 
are interested in conducting meaningful experiments, 
there is available a less sophisticated and less expensive 
alternative tissue simulant. This alternative tissue 
simulant is generally called wet pack and is usually de
scribed as being water soaked cardboard, magazines or 
newspapers. 
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There has been and continues to be some criti
cism that wet pack results are neither consistent with 
actual bullet wounds nor are the results replicable. 
Some persons, who have tested their versions of wet 
pack, claimed bullet performance characteristics of a 
given load varied significantly from test to test. Such 
varied results can most likely be attributed to a haphaz
ard preparation and/or use of wet pack. 

An early reference to wet pack merely men
tioned the material used was a wet telephone book7• A 
much later reference provided a somewhat more detailed 
description, i.e., thin sheets of water soaked cardboard. 8 
Instructions detailing the protocol for the preparation, 
calibration and use of wet pack were conspicuous by 
their absence. To the present and to my knowledge, a 
protocol for the preparation, calibration and use of wet 
pack has not yet been published. 

My frrst efforts to use wet pack as a tissue 
simulant began in the latter part of 1 965, and the results 
of these initial tests indicated that if wet pack data were 
to have any pragmatic value, a protocol had to be es
tablished. A preliminary protocol for the preparation of 
wet pack was subsequently developed. Initially, the 
resistance factor of wet pack was thought to have a ra
tio of about 2 .5 : 1  (wet pack to muscle tissue). How
ever, after additional wet pack tests were conducted using 
the cartridges (loads) which had been used to take big 
game, it became obvious the resistance factor ratio of wet 
pack to muscle tissue is much closer to being 1 : 1 .  

Over the course of several years, this protocol 
was modified until by the early 1 970s a standard proto
col was established. 9•10 The present wet pack prepara
tion protocol is essentially based on the measured and 
recorded performance characteristics of bullets used to 
take dozens of big game animals. 1 1 • 12 Also, the ob
served big game animals' physical reactions to the affect 
of bullet penetration were recorded. 1 3 The type and 
extent of an animal's reaction to bullet impact and 
penetration prove helpful in assessing the general effec
tiveness of a particular type bullet wound. 

Preparation, Calibration 
and use of Wet Pack 

If the results of wet pack are to provide mean
ingful data, it is essential that such tests be replicable 
and that the test results provide data which are relevant. 
Replicable tests permit interested persons to conduct 
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tests, the results of which may either support or dispute 
the reported data. However, in order to correctly repli
cate tests, the test medium must frrst be calibrated. 
This makes it possible to compare "apples with apples" 
and not "apples with oranges". The test results must 
also be relevant to the subject matter under considera
tion. To provide for consistency, relevancy and prag
matic values, a protocol for the preparation, calibration 
and use of wet pack is given. 

Protocol 
A. Ballistic Wet Pack Preparation 

1) Use standard size newspapers (folded in half, about 
1 1  W' by 1 3  W'), with all "slick" type papers re
moved. 

2) Immerse newspapers into an appropriate size water 
filled container; e.g., 55-gallon drum or water tank. 

3) Before being soaked, there are approximately 1 730 
pages in a six inch thick stack of newspapers. The 
volume of this six inch thick stack of newspapers is 
about 932 cubic inches. 

4) Place sufficient weight upon the newspapers to keep 
them submerged. 

5) Newspapers are to remain submerged until the 
newspapers are water saturated. 

6) Remove about one to perhaps two inches of satu
rated newspapers and place on a smooth, flat sur
face. The folded edges of the newspapers to be in 
alternate positions; i.e., top, bottom, top, et cetera. 

7) Using a rectangular press (the size of the folded 
newspapers) apply pressure to the saturated news
papers to remove excess water and eliminate possi
ble internal voids. 

8) Continue this process (steps 6 and 7) until a stack of 
pressed newspapers (that was six inches thick when 
dry) weighs 40 pounds. 

9) When a six-inch-thick stack of wet pack weighs 
forty pounds, a slight pressure with the pad of an in
dex fmger results in small beads of water forming on 
the surface of the wet pack. 

1 O) A given thickness of wet pack is prepared for each 
test and then placed on a wet pack frame. Regard
less of the actual thickness, the total weight of the 
prepared wet pack must have a ratio of six inches to 
40 pounds. For example, a 1 2  inch thick stack 
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would weigh 80 pounds and a 30 inch thick stack 
would weigh 200 pounds. 

11) For convenience, the folded newspapers may be cut 
into a smaller size; e.g., when cut in half the required 
six inch thick stack weight would be 20 pounds. 
The calculated volume of this smaller size six inch 
stack of newspapers would be about 466 cubic 
inches. 

1 2) A rectangular board the size of the folded newspa
pers oe/4" thick plywood is placed at the rear of the 
wet pack to provide vertical support for the wet 
pack. 

B. Ballistic Wet Pack Calibration 

1 )  Calibration is to be undertaken within two hours of 
preparation and in all situations within five minutes 
before conducting expansion/penetration tests of the 
ammunition under consideration. 

2) A .357" diameter, 148 grain wadcutter, lead bullet 
is given an instrumental velocity of 700± 1 5  feet per 
second at 1 0  feet (note that this lead should be 
"pure" and not a harder alloy). 

3) If handloading is not done, the Remington, 148 gr 
"pure" Lead Wadcutter commercial load (Index: 
R38S) may be used as its velocity from a four inch 
barrel revolver is usually within the acceptable limit 
for velocity variations. 

4) The bullet is to impact the wet pack at 1 5  feet in the 
lower left quandrangle. 

5) The bullet is to impact about three inches in from the 
left side and three inches up from the bottom. 

6) The acceptable parameter for bullet penetration is 
6Yz±5/16 inches. Note that this "pure" lead bullet 
should not show any expansion or rounding of the 
sharp shoulders. 

C. Ballistic Wet Pack Test 

1) Mter the calibration standard is met, a wet pack test 
may be conducted at the distance or distances of in
terest. 

2) The wet pack is to be shaded from direct sunlight 
and used within two hours of preparation. 
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3) The total thickness of the wet pack may vary from 
test to test; however, bullet performance character
istics comparisons are valid only when the thickness 
of the wet pack is the same from test to test. 

4) There cannot be any visible affect of one bullet's 
penetration trajectory upon any other bullet's pene
tration trajectory. 

5) Mter the test shots (bullets) have been frred into the 
wet pack, measurements of the bullet performance 
characteristics are taken. 

6) There are several methods that could be used to 
measure bullet performance characteristics, how
ever, only one is given � this protocol. 

7) This method involves separation of the wet pack at 
given distance intervals and then the horizontal and 
vertical measurements of the void are measured and 
recorded. 

8) These measurements are normally taken at intervals 
of either one or two inches, but can be taken at in
tervals as small as one-half inch. 

9) The total bullet penetration is recorded at the for
ward most point of the bullet. If the bullet frag
ments into two or more pieces, the most forward 
point of each visible fragment is recorded. 

Comparisons to Large Game Penetrations 
To illustrate the similarity of bullet penetration 

in properly prepared wet pack and bullet penetration in 
big game, compare the following: 

1.  Caliber: .30/06 
Components: Federal '57' Match case; CCI # 200 
Large Rifle Primer; Dupont IMR 4320 - 50. 0 
grains; Speer Spitzer Soft Point - 165 grains. 
Velocity: (est. 2800 fps - not chronographed) 
Feral Pig penetration wet pack penetration 

l l3/4" 1 23/s" 
This was almost a straight, going away shot with the 
bullet entering the left hindquarter to penetrate through 
the left hindquarter (missing femur), and into the intes
tines where it was stopped. 
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2. Caliber: .375 H&H Magnum 
Components: W-W SUPER 375 H&H Magnum 
case; CCI # 200 Large Rifle Primer; Norma # 20� 
Powder - 69. 0 grains; Nosier Partition Soft Point 
bullet - 270 grains. 
Chronographed Velocity: 2583 tps (Average 5-shots) 
Roan penetration wet pack penetration 

181/4" 183/s" 
The bullet entered and penetrated through the right 
shoulder, the thorax (upper lungs), into the left shoulder 
where it stopped in muscle tissue near the skin. The 
bullet did not hit any bone(s). 

3. Caliber: .375 H&H Magnum 
Components: W-W SUPER 375 H&H Magnum 
case; CCI # 200 Large Rifle Primer; Norma # 203 
Powder - 69. 0 grains; Nosier Partition Soft Point 
bullet - 270 grains. 
Chronographed Velocity: 2583 tps (Average 5-shots) 
Sable penetration wet pack penetration 

175/s" 183/s" 
The bullet entered just behind the right side rib cage, 
penetrating at an angle to perforate the liver, the left 
lung and on into the left shoulder where it stopped in 
muscle tissue near the skin. The bullet did not hit any 
bone(s). 

4. Caliber: .45-70 Govt. 
Components: R-P 45-70 GOVT case; Remington # 
9-112 Large Rifle Primer; Dupont IMR # 3031 
Powder - 47.5  grains; Remington Flat Nose Soft 
Point, 405 grains. 
ChronogrtqJhed Velocity: 172 1  tps (Average 5-shots) 
Roan penetration wet pack penetration 

141/s" 137/t611 
The bullet entered the rear of the right side rib cage, 
angling through the liver to stop in the muscle tissue of 
the front part of the left hindquarter. The bullet did not 
hit any bone(s). 

While I have used, and still do use on occasion, 
water filled containers to test for bullet expansion and 
penetration, there are several definite advantages for the 
use of wet pack. First, a more exact depth of penetra
tion can be determined. Second, the penetration trajec
tory is easily verified. Third, each wet pack permits the 
testing of six or more cartridges (same or different 
loads). 
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It is neither implied nor should it be inferred 
that this particular ballistic wet pack protocol is the 
only method which can be used. However, when stud
ied comparisons are made between the bullet perform
ance characteristics in wet pack and in big game, the 
results indicate wet pack so prepared is an acceptable 
tissue simulant. Based on this and other field data, wet 
pack can be considered a practical and viable alterna
tive tissue simulant for 1 0% ordnance gelatin. 

Editorial Note 
Readers interested in using wet pack or water as tissue 
simulants should read the following article (The Dy
namics of Tissue Simulation) for an explanation of the 
uses and limitations of tissue simulations. 
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THE DYNAMICS OF TISSUE SIMULATION 
Duncan MacPherson, Technical Consultant 

Abstract 
Ordnance gelatin is much superior to any other 

known tissue simulant in fidelity of soft tissue representa
tion because the dynamic response of properly prepared 
and calibrated gelatin is very similar to tissue in all velocity 
regimes. Other tissue simulants having less dynamic fidel
ity are sometimes used to favor simplicity over accuracy. 
The dynamic factors associated with the fidelity of tissue 
simulation and the limitations of water and wet pack as tis
sue simulants are briefly discussed 

Introduction 
Chapter 5 of Bullet Penetration - Modeling the 

Dynamics and the Incapacitation Resulting from Wound 
Trauma (Reference 1) is devoted to a detailed discussion 
of all aspects of tissue simulants. This article does not re
peat this extensive discussion, but instead concentrates on 
the dynamic aspects of water and the simulant proposed in 
the preceding article Water Soaked Newspapers - An Al
ternative to Ordnance Gelatin (called wet pack herein) as 
tissue simulants. 

There was limited understanding of the detailed 
dynamics of bullet penetration in soft tissue prior to the de
velopment of the penetration model described in Reference 
1 .  One result of this limited understanding was a lack of 
insight into the dynamic requirements on tissue simulants. 
The penetration model now gives an understanding of what 
various tissue simulants can and cannot accurately repre
sent. Comparisons of penetrations in tissue and gelatin 
have demonstrated that properly prepared and calibrated 
ordnance gelatin provides a very good simulation of typical 
soft tissue for all projectile velocity regimes; no other 
simulants have had this degree of comparison and most 
other simulants (even most soaps and 20 % gelatin as nor
mally used) clearly do not give a good dynamic representa
tion of tissue.1 Despite this success, the search continues 
for an alternative simulant that will require less labor in 
preparation. The penetration model serves as a guide in 
this search because it identifies the characteristics that a 
valid tissue simulant must have. 
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Tissue Simulant Density 
The most important requirement for a tissue 

simulant is that it have a density about the same as water 
(i.e., approximately the same as tissue density). Signifi
cantly denser materials like clay and duxseal are totally un
satisfactory as tissue simulants; these denser materials not 
only produce unrealistically large bullet expansion, but also 
cause unrealistically small penetrations (even for non
expanding bullets). The dYnamics associated with this 
density requirement are discussed in detail in penetration 
model development in Reference 1 ,  but this result is com
patible with "common sense" physical intuition. 

The density of the wet pack simulant prepared as 
described in the preceding article Water Soaked Newspa
pers - An Alternative to Ordnance Gelatin can be esti
mated from the weight and dimensions. Note that it is not 
practical to have perfect alignment of the newspaper pages 
in the wet pack construction; alignment variation of ±lh 
inch seems practical if reasonable care is taken in the proc
ess. The fmal overall dimensions of the wet pack will then 
be about 12lhx14lhx6 inches, which gives a volume of 
0.63 cubic foot; the 40 pound weight gives a density of 
40/0.63=63.5 pounds per cubic foot. This is very close to 
the density of water (62.4 pounds per cubic foot). Note 
that Bredsten's emphasis on careful manufacture of the wet 
pack to maintain this density is important and not just a 
whimsical suggestion. 

Shear Forces 
The penetration model shows that above the cavi

tation velocity (typically 500 to 600 ftlsec) the resistance to 
bullet penetration in tissue, water, or gelatin is entirely due 
to inertial forces, with shear forces having a negligible con
tribution. This result is compatible with observations of 
bullet deformation, and is described at more length in Ref
erence 2. At velocities below the cavitation velocity vis
cosity adds shear forces. 1 

The description of the frred calibration bullet in the 
preceding article Water Soaked Newspapers - An Alterna
tive to Ordnance Gelatin is very important because it 
shows that no significant defonnation of this ''pure" lead 
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bullet is occurring at the 700 ft/sec entry velocity (it seems 
likely that a very small deformation is actually taking place 
and might be detected by painstaking measurement). This 
velocity is just above the lead bullet threshold of deforma
tion due to the pressure created by inertial forces (as de
scribed in Chapter 7 of Reference 1 ), and the absence of 
noticeable deformation means that the "wet pack" created 
by the procedure recommended does not produce signifi
cant shear forces in response to bullet penetration at 700 
ft/sec. This is the same response that is given by tissue or 
gelatin (or any other valid tissue simulant in this velocity 
regime); this means that the ''wet pack" penetration in the 
velocity regime above about 600 ft/sec is correct (i.e., the 
same as in soft tissue). 

In contrast to the unimportance of shear forces in 
high velocity entry dynamics, shear forces (produced by 
viscosity) dominate the bullet penetration dynamics in tis
sue at velocities below the cavitation velocity. These shear 
forces depend somewhat on the tissue type being pene
trated, but most penetrations of the human torso encounter 
enough tissue type variation to make "typical" soft tissue a 
useful generality. The purpose of gelatin calibration to a 
defmed standard (8.5cm BB penetration at 590 ft/sec) is to 
ensure that these shear forces are the same in the gelatin as 
they are in "typical" soft tissue in the human torso; the 
various tests and human shooting data comparisons used to 
validate this similarity are described in Chapter 5 of Refer
ence 1 .  

Penetration in Water 
The forces on a bullet are essentially the same 

when penetrating either water or gelatin at any velocity 
higher than the cavitation velocity (assuming the densities 
of water and gelatin are the same). This result is shown in 
the penetration mode� and is validated by the near identical 
deformation observed in testing of these penetrations. This 
modeling and experiment is described in Chapters 6 and 7 
of Reference 1 .  The forces on a bullet are different in 
gelatin and water when the velocity is lower than the cavi
tation velocity, and differ more as the velocity drops. As a 
result, penetration distances in gelatin and water are quite 
different in the low velocity regime. 

The relative penetrations in water and gelatin can 
be calculated for any bullet for which the cavitating flow 
drag coefficient is known; this is the parameter CDc in Ref
erence 1 .  This cavitation drag coefficient (which was de
termined in gelatin penetrations) is applicable in water 
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penetrations to very low velocities (well under 1 00 ft/sec ); 
this assertion is made on theoretical grounds, but has been 
validated for spheres by unpublished test results3• The 
steel BBs used for gelatin calibration will be used as an il
lustration. Table 1 gives the penetration distances in gela
tin and water for a standard steel BB; the comparison starts 
at the point when each BB has slowed to 400 ft/sec veloc
ity, with the penetration depths required to slow the BB to 
lower velocities listed in the table. 

Table 1 

BB Penetration in Gelatin and Water 

Velocity 
ftlsec 
400 
300 
200 
100 
50 
20 

Penetratio n *  - inches 
In Gelatin In Water 

0.0 0.0 
0.7 1 .4 
1 .3 3 .4 
2.0 6.9 
2. 1 "'"' 10.3 
2.1 "'* 14.8 

* Penetration after velocity = 400 ft/sec (e.g., slowing 
from 400 to 300 ft/sec gives 0. 7 and 1 .4 inches of 
penetration in gelatin and water, respectively. 

"'"' Maximwn gelatin penetration (see Ref. 1 )  

Table 1 illustrates the fact that a lot of penetration 
takes place in water at very low velocities. Another way of 
looking at this is to recognize that a bullet placed on tissue 
or gelatin will just sit there at zero velocity, while a bullet 
placed on water will drop at a low velocity through all the 
water you provide (several miles if you pick a deep spot in 
the ocean). Penetration testing has been done using water 
filled milk cartons (see Reference 4). What is happening 
simplistically in this milk carton testing is that the card
board cartons have negligible effect while the bullet veloc
ity is high, so the water reduces the bullet velocity to the 
level where the cardboard cartons stop the bullet; in actu
ality there is a complex interaction of slowing from water 
and carton penetration when the velocity drops below 
about 1 00 ftlsec. The large factor (about 1 .5 in Reference 
4) of penetration in this kind of water testing relative to 
penetration in gelatin is due to the unrealistic low velocity 
penetration in water illustrated in Table 1 .  Note that the 
magnitude of the difference between penetration in water 
and gelatin will be somewhat different for different projec
tiles, but will always be large at velocities below 400 ftlsec. 

The testing reported in Reference 4 shows more 
consistency than might be expected in light of the dynamic 
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uncertainties in these penetrations; it appears that careful 
use of this water in milk cartons technique can give an es
timate of penetration that is accurate enough to be useful in 
at least some conditions. 

Penetration in Wet Pack 
As explained above, the lack of deformation of the 

"pure" lead test bullet demonstrates the absence of signifi
cant shear forces at velocities above the cavitation velocity, 
so the wet pack gives a valid soft tissue simulation in this 
regime. This result is not really surprising; tissue is mostly 
water, gelatin is mostly water, and wet pack is mostly wa
ter. The mass of the water causes the inertial forces on the 
bullet in all three cases; the non-water material just serves 
as an agent to hold the water in place (this is why expan
sion is usually similar in water, gelatin, and tissue). 

The simulation of tissue by wet pack at velocities 
below about 600 ft/sec is not nearly as accurate; the total 
penetration by the calibration round (at 700 ft/sec) is far 
less in wet pack than it is in gelatin or tissue (about 1 /3 the 
penetration depth). This is not really surprising because 
wet pack presents much more resistance to a probing fmger 
than gelatin does. There is not enough penetration data to 
model wet pack penetration, but this result is compatible 
with a "hard" solid low velocity penetration model and not 
the "soft" solid penetration model that has been shown to 
be valid for tissue and gelatin. 1 Whatever the cause, the 
conclusion is unambiguous: wet pack penetration depth of 
bullets at velocities less than about 600 ft/sec is not even 
approximately the same as tissue penetration depth. The 
calibration of the wet pack with the lead bullet as described 
in Water Soaked Newspapers - An Alternative to Ord
nance Gelatin is important to demonstrate the lack of sig
nificant shear forces at high velocity in the properly pre
pared wet pack (as described above), but does not validate 
low velocity penetration fidelity (as the BB calibration in 
gelatin is designed to do). 

This low velocity discrepancy raises the question 
of why the correlations of wet pack penetrations with ani
mal shootings reported in Water Soaked Newspapers - An 
Alternative to Ordnance Gelatin show such small discrep
ancies. The wet pack penetrations should be smaller than 
the animal shooting as a result of the reduced penetration at 
low velocities. There seems to be at least three explana
tions for thls result, and all three probably play some part 
in the true explanation. 
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1. The entry velocities at the start of penetration are all above 
1 700 ft/sec in all the cases shown, so a large part of the 
penetration takes place at velocities above 600 ft/sec 
where the wet pack gives a correct dynamic simulation. 
This reduces the percentage error in the total penetration. 

2. In two of the reported penetrations, the bullets stopped just 
under the skin in the animal shots. Testing reported in 
Reference 5 proved what had been observed in many 
autopsies; bullets stop just under the skin in a dispm

portionate number of shots because the skin stops bullets 
that would have been able to penetrate significantly more 
tissue. The true tissue penetration capability on these 
animal shots would probably have been a few inches fur
ther, so these cases really produce the expected smaller 
penetration in wet pack. " 

3. The length of a bullet penetration in tissue is the most dif

ficult wound parameter to measure even in the best of cir
cumstances in surgical surroundings. 6 The wound track 
may appear shorter in the carcass than it actually was in 
action if the animal was moving when shot. There is con
siderable potential for error in the animal wound track 
measurements even if care is taken in the effort. 

Despite the intrinsic deficiencies of wet pack as a 
tissue simulant at low bullet velocities, the careful interpre
tation of wet pack penetrations may be useful. It would 
appear that wet pack penetration provides a good indica
tion of bullet expansion as well as a lower bound on soft 
tissue penetration (the measured penetration depth); this 
information may be all that is needed in many cases. The 
use of wet pack should be restricted to rifle bullets at ve
locities of at least 1 700 ftlsec; soft tissue penetration is not 
accurately modeled by wet pack at the lower velocities of 
typical handgun ammunition. 
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THE DYNAMICS OF BULLET CONTACT 

WITH HARD SURFACES 
Duncan MacPherson - Technical Consultant 

Abstract 
The dynamics of bullet contact with hard sur

faces intrinsically includes the effects of significant bullet 
deformation, and is so complicated that there is no real
istic hope of deriving a useful analytical penetration 
model. A qualitative understanding of the dynamics can 
be obtained from elementary physical considerations. 

Bullet Penetration in Soft Tissue and Tissue 
Simulants 

The book Bullet Penetration - Modeling the Dy
namics and the Incapacitation Resulting from Wound 
Trauma describes the dynamics of bullet penetration in tis
sue in considerable detail. This modeling applies to all 
materials like tissue, gelatin, soap, etc. that may be consid
ered "soft solids" because they present much less resistance 
to deformation than "hard solids" like wood, typical metals, 
glass, etc. Definitions and distinctions between ''hard sol
ids", "soft solids", and liquids are discussed in more detail 
starting on page 69 of Bullet Penetration in the context of 
tissue simulants; in summary, a valid soft tissue simulant 
must be a "soft solid" and is also subject to other con
straints. 

A solid will support a shear force (the force that 
resists deformation), whereas a liquid will not. The magni
tude of shear force that can be supported depends upon the 
solid; wood defonns more easily than most common met
als. The "soft solids" are soft because the shear force they 
will support is very small relative to "hard solids", in fact, 
the penetration model shows that the effect of the "soft 
solid" shear force is so small that it might as well be zero 
during penetration at bullet velocities that are above the 
cavitation threshold velocity (about 500 ft/sec for typical 
handgun bullets). This effective absence of shear forces in 
penetrated soft solids greatly simplifies the penetration dy
nami�s; in effect, the well understood principles of fluid 
dynamics apply (albeit with quantitative changes in empiri
cal coefficients that are due to enhanced cavitation effects). 
This modeling is explained in detail in Bullet Penetration. 
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Qualitative Differences in Bullet Pene
tration of Fluids and Solids 

It is illustrative to consider the differences between 
pushing a fmger into water and into a block of wood. The 
fmger meets little resistance on contacting the water be
cause the water simply gives way. Furthermore, a large 
vat of water does not present more resistance than a small 
pot of water because (in effect) only the water in the path 
of the fmger presents resistance. In contrast, pushing a 
block of wood is met with a noticeable resistance in the 
form of an opposing force. Furthermore, the opposing 
force depends on the size of the block of wood, because in 
this case the wood does not deform and the whole block 
must be moved In this case, a block of wood and a block 
of metal of the same mass present the same resistance be
cause the fmger push is too weak to deform either one. 

When a bullet penetrates a fluid the forces resist
ing the penetration are inertial forces; i. e., the forces are 
due to accelerating the fluid mass in the path of the bullet. 
Bullet penetration of a soft solid is essentially the same be
cause the shear forces the soft solid supports are so low. 
(For both fluids and soft solids the movement of mass in 
the bullet path is transferred to adjacent mass, but this 
tranSfer does not need to be modeled to determine the force 
on the bullet). In contrast, a ''hard solid" will support a 
shear force, so shear forces in the solid being penetrated are 
a factor in the force resisting the bullet penetration. The 
shear forces that the solid will support add to the inertial 
forces in opposing bullet penetration. These shear forces in 
a solid being penetrated may be thought of as (and essen
tially are) the force required to punch a hole in the material 
with something like a punch press. This "punch force" is 
zero for a fluid and very small for a soft solid (e.g., tissue 
or gelatin), but is an important factor in penetrating some 
solids (e.g., wood or bone), and is much more important 
than inertial forces in penetrating many metals. The dy
namic model of bullet penetration of "soft solids" applies to 
all "soft solids" and fluids; in contrast, the dynamic model 
of bullet penetration of ''hard solids" depends on the prop
erties of the solid "Hard solid" penetration dynamics in-
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trinsically includes the effects of significant bullet deforma
tion, and is so complicated that there is no realistic hope of 
deriving a useful analytical penetration model for lead alloy 
bullets Gacketed or unjacketed). 

Bullet Deformation 
Blunt nose bullets of any material will deform due 

to the inertial forces generated by penetrating water (which 
does not support shear forces) if the bullet velocity is large 
enough; this is explained and illustrated in Chapter 7 of 
Bullet Penetration. Bullets can be designed (as modern 
lliP handgun bullets are) to achieve very good expansion 
in water at velocities less than 1000 ft/sec. The absence of 
significant shear forces in soft solids means that these bul
lets will undergo essentially the same expansion in soft tis
sue or soft tissue simulants (the sma• differences are ex
plained in Bullet Penetration and are not important here). 

The shear forces that hard solids support cause 
stresses in any bullet contacting the solid that do not exist 
when the bullet contacts soft solids or liquids. These 
stresses in the bullet produce deformation that is different 
than the deformation produced in the bullet by the inertial 
forces resulting from contact with a soft solid or water. 
This different deformation is not always more deformation; 
a modest "mashing shut" of the cavity in many lliP hand
gun bullets by hard surface contact can dramatically re
duce the total expansion achieved This behavior is well 
known; it is probably the major problem in lliP handgun 
bullet design. At the other extreme, a bullet hitting steel 
plate may completely fragment into tiny pieces. 

Some insight into expected bullet deformation may 
be gained by simple considering the results of pushing a 
pure lead bullet into various materials: 

• A bullet pushed into water meets essentially no resis
tance. 

• A bullet can easily be pushed into gelatin with fmger 
pressure; there will obviously be no deformation of the 
bullet. 

• A bullet can be pushed into wood; a small dent in the 
wood can be created with fmger pressure. On the 
other hand, any deep penetration requires a lot of 
force, and at least some deformation of a lead bullet 
seems likely. 
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• A lead bullet cannot be pushed into glass or bone; 
these materials will fracture if the contact force is large 
enough, but they do not dent in the way that wood 
does. If these materials are thick enough to prevent 
easy fracture, at least some deformation of a pure lead 
bullet can occur from fmger pressure. 

• A lead bullet cannot be pushed into steel plate; a dent 
can be created in steel plate, but not at the pressure 
levels that lead will support. The lead bullet can de
form slightly at the steel contact from fmger pressure. 

These observations are relevant to the results of fired bullet 
contact with these materials. 

When a fired bullet impacts any material, some
thing gives way or deforms;' the most important deforma
tions are pennanent, although some deformation in the 
material hit can be temporary (e.g., the temporary cavity). 
The deformation can be only in the bullet or only in the 
material impacted, but often the deformation is in both. 
This mutual deformation cannot be modeled analytically, 
but can be qualitatively related to the responses from 
pushing bullets into the materials. If the material impacted 
is easily dented by the bullet (i.e., "softer" than the bullet), 
a properly designed bullet will penetrate the material with
out breaking up; this applies not only to soft tissue and tis
sue simulants, but ''hard solid" materials like wood that 
support higher shear stresses. Note that bullets can break 
up in soft tissue or water, but this represents either poor 
bullet design and/or use of excessive velocity for the bullet 
design. On the other hand, bullet designs that are very ef
ficient in soft tissue will usually fragment to at least some 
extent upon contact with a material the bullet will not dent 
with fmger pressure; if the material has enough thickness to 
prevent rupture, the bullet fragmentation is often nearly 
total. While it is possible to design "armor piercing" bul
lets to penetrate hard solid objects that will stop a typical 
bullet, these "armor piercing" bullets are relatively ineffi
cient in creating soft tissue wounds. 

Bullet design must be a compromise between per
formance efficiency in contact with soft tissue and hard 
surfaces because these two scenarios are intrinsically in
compatible. The design tradeoff depends of the expected 
service scenarios; in law enforcement lliP handgun loads 
this tradeoff has tended to soft tissue optimization while 
retaining some bullet integrity against anticipated hard 
barriers. This compromise seems sound in typical service 
scemrios at this time, but merits reconsideration for any 
future improvements in bullet design. 
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BOOK REVIEW 
Review By Martin L. Fackler, MD. 

Marshall E.P ., Sa now E.J. Street Stop
pers The Latest Handgun Stopping Power 
Street Results., Co, Paladin Press, 1996. 
(374 Pages, $39.95) 

Background 
The authors of this book are gunwriters who 

have close ties to bullet companies that specialize in 
lightweight handgun bullets shot at higher than usual 
velocities. They have published numerous articles, and 
a previous book, Handgun Stopping Power - The De
finitive Study, which are essentially unabashed adver
tisements for this type of bullet. 

Rather than a "study," their work consists of 
unsupported pronouncements. A "study" implies serious 
intellectual work, using accepted scholarly guidelines. A 
"study" provides a source of verification so that serious 
readers can peruse the raw data and decide for them
selves if the authors have interpreted it correctly. The 
more marginal the reputation for truthfulness of 
authors, the more critical such independent verification 
becomes. These authors, however, have repeatedly re
fused to allow any independent review of their "data" -
claiming some strange need to protect their sources. 

Fortunately, the great majority of law enforce
ment groups have ignored the Marshall and Sanow 
"Defmitive Study" and opted for the heavier, slower 
bullets which have proved far more reliable than the ' I faster, lighter bullets that they replaced . 

Marshall-Sanow Can 't Beat the Long Odds -
Wound Wizards ' Talley Too Good To Be True (Soldier 
of Fortune Jan 94, pp. 64-65) presents the facts in a 
way that allows the interested layman to comprehend 
why the impossible regularity of the Marshall-Sanow 
data has caused professional statisticians, unanimously, 
to declare it bogus - or "too good to be true." More 
recently, Duncan MacPherson has written, "it is almost 
impossible for a layman with no knowledge of statistics 
to avoid the 'too good to be true' trap in manufacturing 
or doctoring data," and "Any claim that WTI [Wound 
Trauma Incapacitation] can be assessed within a few 
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percent based on combat shooting data is based on ig
norance, or fraud, or both."2 "Statistician Dan Watters 
from the University of South Carolina" is mentioned on 
page 330 of "Street Stoppers." It appears that Marshall 
and Sanow are implying that there exists a professional 
academic statistician who doesn't burst out laughing 
when presented with their "data." I was especially inter
ested in this Watters because all of the professional 
statisticians, who I know have seen the MarshalVSanow 
"data," were in clear and unequivocal agreement that the 
"one-shot stop statistics" were so flagrantly bogus that 
nobody competent in statistics could believe them to be 
genuine. I tried to reach Watters: the University of 
South Carolina directory does not have any such person 
listed - and the Department of Statistics there denies 
that any such person works for them, or has in the past. 
I remain eager to contact any professional statistician 
who thinks he or she can support the Marshall-Sanow 
"data." Further evidence regarding these authors' 
credibility (or lack thereof) is contained in the detailed 
reviews of "Handgun Stopping Power"3.4. 

In mid-1 992, Sanow made an abortive attempt 
to delude law enforcement by publishing several articles 
in the popular gun press in which he claimed that the 
heavier, slower bullets were failing with great regular
ity. He included details of about a dozen purported inci
dents and mentioned the departments involved. In re
sponse to Sanow's onslaught on the 9mm WW 14  7 
grain JHP bullet, SGT Mike Dunlap, Rangemaster at 
Amarillo, TX, PD, contacted every department for 
which Sanow claimed poor results with this bullet in his 
"anti-subsonic" articles. Mike submitted his results to 
Law and Order: they showed that Sanow had misrepre
sented what these departments found. In the November 
1 992 issue, Law and Order published three letters con
tradicting Sanow's "data" (p. 90). SGT William Porter, 
head of the Michigan State Police Marksmanship Unit 
wrote, "I hope that those who read this article will not 
be influenced by what Sanow wrote about what hap
pened in the Michigan State Police shooting, because it 

didn't happen that way." In a note introducing these let
ters, Bruce Cameron, Editorial Director of Law and 
Order wrote, concerning Sanow's article, " . . .  we do 
apologize for printing information that has been proven 
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to be in error." 
In mid- 1993, the results of an authorless 

"study" done purportedly by shooting more than 600 
goats in Strasbourg, France, were circulated, anony
mously, throughout the handgun community. A copy of 
these "Strasbourg Tests" was sent to the Fireanns 
Training Unit of the FBI just before a scheduled meet
ing of the Wound Ballistics Committee. The committee 
members, all respected pathologists or trauma surgeons, 
were unanimous in their opinion that these "tests" were, 
in fact, a hoax - and had been fabricated, most likely 
by somebody without a medical background. A detailed 
analysis of these tests was published in the Wound Bal
listics Revie�. 

" Conceptual Problems In 
" Street Stoppers" 

This book is filled with contradictions, inconsis
tencies, incongruities, and outright errors. These in
clude: 

• On page two we fmd " . . .  there is no substitute for 
bullet placement.. . .  " Yet, the "one-shot stop" con
cept contradicts the necessity for good bullet 
placement: a shot that disrupts nothing but skin and 
the fat of the abdominal wall is counted equal to 
one that goes through the heart or aorta. This "one
shot stop" concept is of great advantage, however, 
to these gunwriter\bullet salesmen authors: it says, 
"buy the bullets we recommend and you can forget 
about all those hours of practice - just hit your 
adversary, with one shot, in any part of the torso, 
and 96% of them (more than 1 9  out of 20) will im
mediately cease their aggression." 

• On page 201 they wrote "The issue of lethality is 
strictly one of shot placement; the issue of stopping 
power is more one of energy transfer." So again, 
buy our bullets and shot placement doesn't matter. 

• On page 1 6 1 ,  "we have had a number of calls from 
agencies who . . .  selected loads that looked great in 
gelatin but proved to be dismal failures in the most 
realistic laboratory of all - the street." On page 
1 62, "Bullets recovered from people rarely resemble 
those recovered from gelatin," and on page 25 1 ,  
"Generally, bullets which expand perfectly in bare 
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gelatin and water are too strong for good expansion 
in humans." Despite this and other gelatin bashing, 
we fmd a photograph of a bullet being fired through 
gelatin on the cover of "Street Stoppers," and 85 
photographs of bullets shots in gelatin throughout 
the book. Indeed, Marshall and Sanow claim to use 
shots in gelatin as the basis for their "predicted one
shot stop" percentages. Unfortunately, however, we 
found no calibration BBs in any of the gelatin 
blocks shown. Without this calibration none of 
these shots can be considered valid: gelatin consis
tency varies greatly with temperature and how it 
was made. The mandatory calibrating of gelatin is 
as fundamental to scientific method as verifying the 
accuracy of a sensitive balance with a known 
weight. 

• On page 1 93 we are told that those who assumed 
that the FBI Miami shootout would have turned out 
differently if Agent Dove's bullet had perforated 
Platt's heart (rather than stopping before reaching 
it) were wrong. Marshall and Sanow evidently just 
discovered that some physical activity can occur 
after a person is struck in the heart by a bullet. Un
fornmately, they overlooked the fact that this activ
ity usually ceases within a dozen seconds - Platt 
took much longer than that as he ran around while 
killing two FBI agents and wounding five. 

• On page 1 98, "The 1 47-grain subsonic is a low
momentum round." In fact, the 14  7 grain subsonic 
bullet possesses more momentum (0.65 lb-sec) than 
the 1 1 5 grain Silvertip bullet (0.62 lb-sec) which it 
replaced. 

Comments Related To Specific Chapters 

CHAPTER 4 - "Strasbourg Goat Tests." Here Mar
shall and Sanow reproduced the aforementioned 
anonymous "Strasbourg Tests." In analyzing these pur
ported test results, Marshall and Sanow found an 
"extremely high rank correlation" with their very own 
"Actual street results." Interestingly, if we compare the 
shot trajectories in the purported "Strasbourg Tests" 
with that of the most common shots in the human, we 
fmd: 
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• A bullet ftred into a goat from side to side, above 
the heart and behind the shoulder, will pass through 
or very near the major pulmonary vessels at a 
penetration depth of three to ftve inches, and must 
pass through the mediastinum, either near or 
through other very large blood vessels. 

• Conversely, with a shot passing front to back in the 
human torso, most bullets do not pass near or 
through the aorta or vena cava until more than six 
inches of penetration depth in a small slender per
son and at greater penetration depth in a larger per
son, or if penetrating at a significant angle. 

• Due to the human anatomy, most shots from the 
front do not come near major blood vessels. Most 
go through perforating just lungs near their periph
ery or just loops of bowel. 

Given these facts, the near perfect correlation 
of Marshall's random torso "one-shot stops" with the 
purported goat shot results is strong evidence that the 
anonymous "Strasbourg Test" results have been fabri
cated or doctored; or the "one-shot stop" results have, or 
both have. 

Some might argue that the "Strasbourg Test" 
results could be from a real experiment; but one planned 
with incredible incompetence5• A few things, however, 
do not ring true: for example, they mention great diffi
culty in fmding enough goats for the study. Yet, 
strangely, each of the more than 600 goats found pur
portedly weighed within four pounds of 1 60 pounds. 
Anybody familiar with large animal experimentation 
realizes that here Marshall and Sanow apparently fell 
into another "too good to be true" trap. 

CHAPTER 5 - "Navy/Crane 9mm Ammo Tests."  
This chapter consists of ten pages of "excerpts" from a 
series of six-year-old tests done by the US military. 
Then Marshall and Sanow spent three pages pointing 
out the Navy researchers' "misunderstanding of the po
lice shooting scenario," pontificating, and correcting 
"the errors in the cycle testing and in the subjective 
opinions." The reason for all the quibbling was that the 
Navy researchers had a 147 grain subsonic 9mm JHP 
bullet as their top choice. That couldn't be right, it disa
greed with the gunwriterlbullet salesmen. So Marshall 
and Sanow reworked the "numbers" and, guess what: a 
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1 1 5 grain +P+ round came out on top. Yes, "reworking 
the numbers" so the bullets they are touting come out on 
top seems to be a specialty of these gunwriter/ bullet 
salesmen. 

CHAPTER 6 - "Police Marksman/Fairburn Tests. "  
Here we fmd the MarshalVSanow spin on an abortive 
collection of subjective opinions submitted to Police 
Marksman magazine purportedly by law enforcement 
officers. I recall Dick Fairburn calling me before his 
study started and mentioning that Marshall was very 
upset at the prospect of such a study. Cases came in 
slowly, after three years of collection Dick had less than 
200 shootings with handguns. He wisely stopped the 
study, but unwisely Police Marksman published what 
had been collected. In 1 992, I discussed with Dick the 
problems with his study, which included: 

1 .  How could he tell that some of the reports being 
sent to him were not being made up? or slanted by 
the reporter? or misrepresented through ignorance? 
With his study as described there was no way he 
could avoid being victimized by those with a need 
to have his study support the bullets they have al
ready declared to be the most effective. 

2. Any data collection, short of gathering every 
shooting for a particular time period from a particu
lar police department, is invalid. Unless all cases 
are included, the unscrupulous investigator can 
"prove" anything he wants by just selectively in
cluding the cases that tend to support his precon
ceived theory, and omitting the ones that don't. 

Here again, Marshall and Sanow appear to have 
"reworked the numbers" in claiming that Fairburn's 
study supports their "data." "The 1 47 - grain subsonic 
JHP is the least effective expanding 9 mm caliber ac
cording to F airbum . . . .  " Eleven shootings were reported 
for this bullet: interestingly it had a "50.0%" success 
ratio. Given the success or nonsuccess type of compila
tion (yes or no - no maybes), getting 50.0% outcome 
from a sample of 1 1  is interesting mathematics indeed. 
However, even if we assume that most of the cases sent 
to Dick Fairburn were honest and unbiased, there are 
far too few cases to support any valid conclusions for 
any particular bullet. The only possible indication of 
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any value might come from a look at the comparative 
percentages for the entire group of cases. One would 
expect Fairburn's "success ratio" to be higher than Mar
shall's "one-shot stop" percentages: the "one-shot stop" 
being a sort of super success. Yet we ftnd just the op
posite - and dramatically so. The overall "success 
ratio" for all of Fairburn's 1 87 handgun shooting inci
dents was only 49% while Marshall's overall "one shot 
stop" percentages for the same four handgun calibers 
was 78%. Yes, I think this, the only statistic with 
enough cases to assume any kind of validity, tells us a 
great deal about Marshall's "one-shot stop" data. 

CHAPTER 7 - "Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
Ammo Tests."  In this chapter, Marshall and Sanow 
lifted, verbatim, ten pages of text and half of the data 
summary from the Technical Report "Comparative Per
formance of 9 mm Parabellum, .38 Special and .40 
Smith & Wesson Ammunition in Ballistic Gelatin," by 
Dean Dahlstrom and Kramer Powley, published by the 
Canadian Police Research Centre in September 1 994. 
Unfortunately, half of the shots in this study were done 
at a distance of three meters and half at a distance of 
ftfty meters and Marshall and Sanow failed to indicate 
which half of the data summary they included: the shots 
at 3 or those at 50 meters - or possibly a combination 
of the two. They also failed to indicate which shots were 
made from a four inch barrel and which from a nine 
inch barrel. 

In Canada, as in the USA, reports from gov
ernment laboratories are not copyrighted, so the mate
rial can be reproduced without violating any law. It is 
scholarly practice, however, to ask permission of the 
authors and acknowledge this permission if granted. 
Permission was not requested from Dahlstrom or 
Powley. These Canadian researchers are not happy 
about having their names associated with a book by 
Marshall and Sanow: they are even more disturbed that 
their meticulously referenced text was altered by delet
ing not only the list of references but the superscripts; 
making it appear as if Dahlstrom and Powley did not 
use any references. This not only makes the Canadian 
authors look scientifically illiterate but robs the authors 
they cited (and quoted) of proper recognition for their 
work. By deleting these references Marshall, Sanow, 
and Paladin Press have published information and quo
tations from six articles that appeared in the Wound 
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Ballistics Review (which � copyrighted) without ac
knowledgement or permission. 

Marshall and Sanow apparently failed to notice 
in the RCMP tests that the ten shots ftred with each 
bullet through pig ribs embedded in the gelatin blocks 
showed little or no difference in bullet penetration·depth 
or expansion between those that hit ribs and those that 
did not. This strongly contradicts the great diminution 
in bullets' effects purportedly found in the "Strasbourg 
Tests" when these bullets hit ribs . 

CHAPTER 8 - "Secret Service Ammo Tests."  Here a 
" 1 972 Secret Service Ammo Evaluation" is presented. 
This seems pointless in vie-w of the changes in handgun 
ammunition in the past 24 years. This is not the only 
problem, however, with this data. I visited the Secret 
Service lab in the early eighties and observed some of 
their testing. They were using the National Institute of 
Justice (NIJ) gelatin "standards":  20% gelatin shot at 1 0  
degrees Centigrade. Like everybody but the NIJ, the 
Secret Service lab didn't have a refrigerator they could 
set at 1 0  C. They kept the gelatin at 4 degrees C and let 
it sit at room temperature before shooting for a time 
period they had determined by sticking a thermometer in 
the middle of the block and determining how long it 
took to warm to 10  C. It doesn't take a great deal of 
scientific acumen to recognize that these blocks warm 
from the outside in, and that when the temperature of 
the middle of the block is 1 0  C, most of the block will 
be at a higher temperature. As with many US Govern
ment agencies, the technician doing the bullet testing 
had no training in science or experimental method, and 
had no supervision by anybody who did. Any scientist 
who has worked with ordnance gelatin knows that its 
characteristics change greatly with temperature, and 
recognizes that any tests done using the "setting out to 
warm" method are clearly invalid. 

CHAPTER 15 - "Updated Street Results." The fig
ures presented here allow us to compare the present 
"one-shot stop" statistics with earlier versions of this 
same "data base" (from Petersen 's Handguns Novem
ber 1 988). Here, again, Marshall and Sanow's "too 
good to be true" problem rears its ugly head. If, as 
claimed, they simply increased their "data base" by 
adding more cases, about as many "one shot stop" per
centages would be expected to decrease as would be 
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expected to increase. The "Updated Street Results," 
however, show that the "one shot stop" percentages for 
48 of the 60 comparable bul lets increased, while only 
eight decreased (four remained the same). All of t hose 
that decreased were found in the lowest two of their re
spective caliber groups. Marshall and Sanow did not 
comment on these extremely unlikely ("too good to be 
true") results. Possibly an alternative explanation is that 
shooters are becoming much more accurate. No, I for
got, according to Marshall and Sanow, only lethality is 
dependent on shot placement. "Stopping power" is what 
they claim to be measuring and, again, according to 
their dogma, "the issue of stopping power is more one 
of energy transfer. "  Could it be that the same bullets, 
shot at the same velocity, are "transferring more energy" 
these days. Maybe the ozone hole or global warming 
has something to do with it. 

CHAPTER 19 - "Black Talon and Winchester Su
preme SXT." It is obvious, that in order to explain their 
"street results" Marshall and Sanow must convince their 
readers that the reliable and permanent mechanisms by 
which bullets disrupt tissue, that have been know 
throughout history, are no longer valid. They have ap
parently been disturbed by the success of the Winches
ter "Talon" bullets (which their "street results" show to 
be "one of the least effective hollowpoints" - while the 
Hydra-Shoks are always right up there near the top). 
Consider (from page 229): "It seems clear that the tal
ons themselves were not adding to the load's overall 
wounding and stopping power, in spite of the medical 
sense it made that they should add to the effectiveness. "  
The cutting mechanism of the talons, of course, does 
add to the effectiveness of this bullet, putting the talon 
in a class by itself, well above hollow point bullets that 
have no added cutting mechanism. The denial of this 
indisputable fact is a an almost evangelistic appeal 
which says to the reader "throw out all your previous 
knowledge, all learning, all .science: we will save you 
from ignorance, believe in us, we are the sole source of 
truth regarding bullet effects." 

CHAPTER 22 - This chapter is a 24 page advertise
ment for Hydra-Shok, Starfrre, and Quik-Shok ammu
nition by the inventor of these "gimmick" rounds. Just 
like the rest of the book, this advertisement is couched 
in terms to make it appear to be a valid, objective article 
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by a nonbiased observer. It is clear that the Hydra
Shok, with erect post, gets some extra penetration 
depth compared to other bullets of equal expanded 
diameter, velocity and weight. To those who under
stand that in physics there is no "free lunch" it is also 
clear that this extra penetration depth can only be 
gained at the expense of a lessened effective diameter 
of permanent tissue crush. To recognize this, how
ever, apparently takes more understanding of how 
bullets disrupt tissue than possessed by most bullet 
testers: so the Hydra-Shok has sneaked by without 
having this trade-off detected. 

CHAPTER 23 - "New Ammo: Rhino/Razor, Quik
Shok, and Omega Star." Marshall and Sanow de
voted eight pages to the "Rhino/Razor" bullet. Those 
were the "magic" bullets that hit national headlines 
between Christmas and the end of 1 994. A Gla
ser/Magsafe like projectile with the shot held in place 
with a polymer formerly used to paint airplanes, this 
bullet was advertised to cause instant death from a 
hit anywhere in the body - a real "one-shot stop
per." As one might predict, Marshall and Sanow 
loved it - wrote eight pages about it: but evidently 
just before "Street Stoppers" was to go to press the 
"Rhino/Razor" ammo was found to be in violation of 
SAAMI pressure standards - its inventor recalled it 
and withdrew from the ammunition market. Well, 
can't win them all - but at least it filled eight pages ! 

CHAPTER 24 - "Effects of Multiple Bullet Im
pacts . "  "Street Stoppers,"  advertised as the sequel to 
"Handgun Stopping Power," contains the same errors 
and misconceptions. Again, they have proven Dun
can MacPherson right in his assertion that it is 
nearly impossible for those unfamiliar with statistics 
to avoid the "too good to be true trap" in manufactur
ing or doctoring data2• This chapter purports to show 
that two shots in the torso have essentially no more 
effect than one. For the 42 loads listed, two shots 
produced a 0% higher "one-shot-stop" percentage in 
8 loads, 1 %  higher in 1 8  loads, 2% higher in 1 0  
loads, 3 %  higher in 3 loads, and 4% higher in 3 
loads. This Marshall-Sanow "data" show that two 
hits produce only about one percent higher "stopping 
power" than one hit over a wide range of calibers and 
loads. The absurdity of this "fmding" is exceeded 
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only by the preposterous regularity of the "data." Of 
course, a single shot cannot cause less tissue disrup
tion, in reality, than that same shot plus another hit; 
but any set of real data has data scatter (especially 
shots into the human body). If the superiority of two 
shots is only 1 %  as shown by the "data, "  the prob
ability that none of the 42 cases would show better 
results for the , single shot (due to data scatter) is 
about one in 80 million. To repeat, the chance that 
these "data" are real and not fabricated or doctored 
in some way is about one in 80 million. 

CHAPTER 25 - "Shotgun and Rifle Results ." 
Here, some purported "one-shot-stop" statistics are 
given for long guns. They show a 1 00% success rate 
for the top two .223s - but only 98% for all three 
1 2  gauge slugs. The .308 Matchking averaged be
tween 98 and 99% and was declared "intensely le
thal" by our gunwriter/bullet salesmen. That is cer
tainly not the story found in testing or actual practice 
b 1

. . 
6 7  Thi y po 1ce smpers · . s round was anything but 

"intensely lethal" when it passed through Randy 
Weaver's shoulder (four inches of soft tissue) at 
Ruby Ridge without deforming at all - or even 
slowing Weaver down. 

APPENDICES - There are a lot of pages in 
"Stopping Power" filled with things that appear 
strangely out of place and have nothing to do with 
the rest of the book's contents. Appendix "B" con
sists of an autopsy report describing two shots in the 
chest and one in the hand. Appendix "C" consists of 
another autopsy report describing a gunshot wound 
of the head. These two rather ordinary autopsy re
ports just sit there, with no commentary or explana
tion of any reason for their inclusion; just filling 
pages. 

Summary 
In view of the contradictions, credibility 

problems, "too good to be ttue" statistics, and clear 
indications that the authors of "Street Stoppers" fail 
to understand the most basic of scientific principles 
and discourse, nothing in this book can be relied 
upon. The authors appear to have painted themselves 
into the comer of the gun culture belonging to the 
intellectually challenged "true believers . "  No intelli-
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gent reader will tolerate a nonfiction book devoid of 
references : the astute reader checks references ' 
knowing that even in the valid scientific literature 
authors misinterpret their sources from time to time. 

"Street Stoppers" is a compilation of fantasy: 
written in the arrogant, dead certain tone of the con 
man. Everything echoes "trust me. " The reader is 
constantly preached to, with evangelistic fervor: and 
without equivocation implored to believe in nonsense 
with no basis in established fact. This book is the 
antitheses of honest, intelligent, scientific discourse 
in which the evidence is laid out, dispassionately, 
always with clear references so skeptical readers can 
check out the sources and raw data for themselves. 
In scientific discourse reg'ders are not asked to be
lieve, but to consider - and to think for themselves . 

A CKNO WLEDGEMENT - I thank Duncan 
MacPherson for his help, not only for the probability 
calculations, but for reading the entire manuscript 
and making many useful suggestions. 
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SANOW STRIKES (OUT) AGAIN 
Duncan MacPherson 

Sanow, E. Predicting Stopping Power, 
Handguns, November 1996 

In November 1 996 I got an excited call from 
an engineer I had once worked with but whom I had 
not seen for over 30 years . This man thought I must 
be the Duncan MacPherson referred to in the refer
enced article, wanted to verify this, and was sur
prised that I didn't know what he was talking about. 
He read me the quote, which was: 

"Army officers Thompson, LaGarde, 
Chamberlin, and Hatcher could not do it. 
The NIJ's Dan Frank could not do it. 
Carroll Peters, Martin Fackler and Dun
can MacPherson could not do it. No one 
at the FBI's Firearms Training Unit could 
do it. " 

I told him that I undoubtedly was the one referred to 
even though there wasn't any single thing that all of 
these people tried to do and so I didn't know exactly 
what the "it" was. The magazine was no longer on 
sale, but he offered to send me a photocopy of the 
article. 

The "it" turned out to be making a model of 
stopping power using Marshall's  "actual shootings" 
database together with a "uniform gelatin database"; 
the quote given above doesn't  make much sense in 
this context. Thompson and LaGarde never at
tempted to make any kind of a model of stopping 
power (although they did implement the well known 
tests that Hatcher used in his model), and Dr. Fack
ler has always maintained that stopping power mod
els were irrelevant (and certainly never tried to gen
erate one). I used the term wound trauma incapaci
tation (WTI) rather than stopping power in Bullet 
Penetration (Reference 1 )  to emphasize the fact that 
the desired incapacitation is a result of physiological 
and psychological effects of wound trauma in the 
person being shot rather than some mystical property 
of a bullet configuration, mass, or velocity that is 
unrelated to the wound trauma (an inference that is 
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all too common in articles appearing in general audi
ence "gun magazines"). 

The model of stopping power that Sanow 
enthusiastically endorses in his article is an empirical 
curve fit of the "actual shooting data" that is con
tained in the Marshall-Sanow books. This data fit 
was done by Steve Fuller, who wrote a chapter in the 
latest of these books. As such, this is not news, but 
yet another recycling of the same material that 
doesn't really deserve much comment. On the other 
hand, there is a problem with letting this go without 
response. It seems clear that the negative reaction 
from professionals has influenced Sanow' s  approach 
to writing; he is turning up "professionals" of his 
own in an attempt to give his position an aura of 
scholarship. This is not hard to do because there are 
incompetent physicians, there are incompetent law 
enforcement personnel, and there are incompetent 
engineers; all of whom are available for either money 
or a chance to get recognition that they will never get 
from competent colleagues (just look at some 
"expert" witnesses in court cases to confirm this). 
The problem is that it is not always easy for even an 
intelligent individual to detect errors in a discipline 
outside his training even when he knows something is 
wrong. Since the smoke being blown here is engi
neering smoke, I am making the effort to point out a 
few things that are not always obvious to non
engineers . 

1 )  The most important thing to remember is 
GINGO; an acronym which has been used by engi
neers for garbage in, garbage out. It is clear that 
Fuller assumed that the Marshall data is totally valid 
even though most technical analysts have found the 
regularity of this data not credible. This issue has 
been discussed by a number of different technical 
reviewers and will not be gone over again here ex
cept to note that this data fitting by Fuller does 
nothing to the basic data quality; if the Marshall data 
is flawed, the flaws are just passed on in Fuller's 
data fit. Fuller's work is called a data fit here be
cause that is what it is; despite Sanow's use of some 
mathematical jargon, Fuller's  work is the functional 
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equivalent of drawing a line through a bunch of data 
points. The formula does not "duplicate reality" as 
Sanow claims; in fact, the formula doesn't duplicate 
anything, it just models Marshall 's  data points. 

Sanow states that Fuller "does not feel it 
necessary to understand the medical aspects of 
wound ballistics to predict stopping power". Some 
people will find this position astounding, but it is 
compatible with (or equivalent to) the assumption 
that the Marshall data is flawless.  This position is 
not logically wrong, but is a technically unsound ap
proach because no data set is flawless.  Creating a 
model of a physical process without a clear under
standing of the underlying technical principles in
volved is one of the very best ways to create a 
worthless model. Fuller's model has been con
structed to fit Marshall' s  data, but gives preposter
ous results for other conditions (discussed below); it 
is by no means a general model of stopping power. 
If Sanow is aware of this he does not choose to share 
it with his readers . 

2) The FBI formulations for bullet effectiveness 
have serious flaws that are well known, but which 
the Bureau has been unwilling to change; these are 
described in Bullet Penetration 1 • It initially seemed 
that this combination of deficiency and stubbornness 
was not serious because these calculations were nei
ther generally available nor used by anyone. This 
assessment now appears wrong because Sanow ap
pears to be trying to tie the flaws in the FBI formu
lations for bullet effectiveness to everyone who disa
grees with him. Sanow also shows an astonishing 
lack of understanding of negative numbers (a topic 
usually taught in grade school) in his criticisms of 
some of the FBI ratings. A temperature of - 1 0  °F is 
not meaningless, it is 1 0  °F colder than 0 °F. Like
wise, a negative number for a load in the FBI ratings 
doesn't mean that you feel better if shot with that 
bullet (as Sanow foolishly asserts); a negative rating 
is just a lower rating than zero. A lot of scales are 
set to avoid negative numbers, but ordinary tempera
ture scales and the FBI ratings are not among them; 
this may be inconvenient, but it is not an error, not 
ridiculous, and not even a factor in loads that are 
conventionally considered adequate. 
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3) The conclusions on the importance of bullet ki
netic energy show why the approach of taking Mar
shall's data at face value with no application of 
wound ballistics knowledge or even common sense is 
such a bad idea. To quote Sanow: 

"Energy is the most important factor in 
determining actual stopping power for a 
given bullet type. In general, the more en
ergy, the more stopping power. However, 
Fuller found an upper limit to the amount 
of energy that results in more stopping 
power. You come to the point of diminish
ing returns. A reasonable upper limit 
turned out to be 675,foot-pounds for hal
lowpoint handgun bullets. Handgun loads 
like the . 41 Magnum and .44 Magnum with 
700 to 1, 000 foot-pounds of energy do not 

produce much more stopping power than 
the . 357  Magnum and . 40 S&W with 550 to 
600 foot-pounds of energy. " 

For clarity, it should be emphasized that Fuller 
didn't find anything that wasn't in the data to begin 
with; he just did a curve fit, and this result is in Mar
shall 's data. The emphasis on handgun bullets seems 
to imply that these results are not claimed to hold for 
rifle cartridges . However, the .44 Magnum can be 
used in rifles; Remington even quotes ballistics for a 
20 inch barrel in their literature. Does .44 Magnum 
kinetic energy suddenly become important again 
when a long barrel is used? If so, how does the per
son being shot know that he has been shot with a ri
fle (.44 Magnum or otherwise) and respond to this 
energy increase? If not, why has everyone been de
luded for years into thinking that high velocity rifle 
bullets can be much more effective than handgun 
bullets in taking game (the equivalent of stopping 
power)? Knowledge of wound ballistics provides 
answers to all of these questions; these answers make 
sense, but are not compatible with Fuller's formula
tion. 

4) Sanow makes jokes about the negative numbers 
that can be generated in the FBI formulations and 
states that Fuller's formula is designed to prevent 
this. This assertion is another claim that is not true. 
Consider a 2 inch diameter steel sphere having a ve
locity of 2000 ft/sec; this unconventional bullet 
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weighs 8250 grains and has a kinetic energy of 
73000 foot-pounds. This projectile would penetrate 
about 144 inches of gelatin, and it would be hard to 
fmd anyone who would not agree that it would create 
far more wound trauma than any available small 
arms load despite the relatively inefficient spherical 
shape. One would think that such a projectile would 
get a high stopping power rating, but Fuller's for
mula shows that this projectile has a stopping power 
rating of minus 888%! Fuller and Sanow's scale is 
stopping power percentage, and for this scale (unlike 
the FBI rating scale) negative numbers really do 
mean a "negative wound". 

At the other extreme, consider a steel BB (air 
rifle shot) having a velocity of 250 ft/sec; this is 
typical for spring actuated "BB guns". This projec
tile will not penetrate unprotected human torso skin, 
but Fuller's formula gives it a stopping power rating 
of 3%. In fact, Fuller's formula gives a paper spit
ball at 1 0  ftlsec a stopping power rating of 3%! 

The natural response to these examples is 
that Fuller's formula was generated to model con
ventional handgun bullets and not to be applicable to 
these unconventional projectiles. This response is 
valid, but it emphasizes the fact that Fuller's formula 
does not represent any basic truth (newly discovered 
or otherwise); this formula merely curve fits Mar
shall's data set and gives preposterous answers out
side of the regime where compliance has been forced. 
Note that neither the FBI formulations nor Hatcher's  
stopping power calculation were designed for these 
unconventional projectiles, yet both of these scales 
give very reasonable results for them. This is not to 
argue that the FBI formulations and Hatcher's stop
ping power calculations are valid (I have described 
their deficiencies myself in Bullet Penetration), but 
rather to emphasize that formulations that have some 
basis in physical principles are less much likely to 
"blow up" to ridiculous results than a model based 
solely on a data fit with no meaningful consideration 
of physical principles . 

5) Sanow states that Fuller's  formula shows maxi
mum stopping power at a penetration depth of 8 .4 
inches and provides a table showing that the formula 
gives reductions in stopping power of 2% and 4% at 
penetration depths of 1 4.6 inches and 1 7 . 1 inches 
respectively (these calculations can be easily verified 
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by using the formula). What Sanow doesn't state is 
that a penetration depth of 2 .5  inches also produces a 
2% reduction in stopping power and a penetration of 
0 inches produces a 4% reduction in stopping power. 
This is not a typo; Fuller's formula shows that a 2 .5  
inch penetration i s  just as good as a 1 4 .6 inch pene
tration and no penetration at all is just as good as a 
1 7 . 1  inch penetration! This wonderful new model 
shows that .45ACP hardball would have about 1 0% 
more stopping power if only its high penetration 
could be reduced to zero penetration! 

Once again, the response can be made that no 
one cares about zero penetration bullets, so the 
model need not apply to them. And once again, the 
real issue is that applications of elementary wound 
ballistics principles would lead to a zero (or possibly 
a very small) stopping power rating at zero penetra
tion. This could easily be accomplished in a curve 
fit, but this new curve fit would no longer match 
Marshall's data as well as Fuller's  formula does. 
Could it be that the problem is really in Marshall' s  
data? 

6) Sanow states "The minimum penetration depth of 
1 2  inches mandated by the FBI is arbitrary at best 
and totally bogus at worst." and also explicitly 
points out that the difference between the "optimum" 
8.4 inch penetration and a 1 2 . 8  inch penetration is 
only 1 %  in Fuller's formula. 

The first point to be made is that a I %  
variation in this theoretical stopping power should be 
compared against the probability that the bullet will 
require an unusually large penetration to reach the 
vital structures well inside the body. This can occur 
when the bullet must traverse non-critical tissue; 
e.g., the extended left arm of a right handed assailant 
aiming his handgun at you, and/or an unusual bullet 
path angle in the torso, and/or an unusually fat or 
beefy individual. The probability of needing this 
extra penetration is a judgment call, but most sensi
ble people believe it is a significant factor and cer
tainly much more important than a very conjectural 
1 %  in theoretical stopping power under ideal condi
tions. This is the reason the FBI specified the 1 2  
inch minimum penetration even though they (and 
everybody else in the professional wound ballistics 
community) are well aware that an 8 inch penetration 
is usually adequate. Sanow (and others) may make a 
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different judgment on this, but to describe the FBI 
position as "totally bogus" is both ridiculous and 
irresponsible. 

The second point to be made is that a 1 %  
variation in this theoretical stopping power is well 
below any reasonable confidence level (i.e., it is too 
small to be significant) for this kind of data. As 
such, this 1 %  difference is a very weak argument for 
a strong position on penetration depth, and empha
sizes the irrationality of the "totally bogus" claim. 
Fuller, who has some technical experience, should 
recognize this even if Sanow doesn't.  

7) The reference article states : 

"Jan Libourel, editor of HANDGUNS, was 
the first to point out that published muzzle 
velocity and muzzle energy figures are not 
accurate enough to use in the formula. 
The Fuller Index is heavily dependent on 
velocity and energy figures. These must 
come from a chronograph. " 

This admission with the emphasis on not by Sanow 
is very interesting and illuminating. This means that 
in compiling his database Marshall went around and 
chronographed rounds from the same lot as the 
rounds used in all the shootings (generously assum
ing that this will give the accuracy Sanow says is 
required) . What? You don't think he did this? 
Neither do I. Well then, this means that you can 
construct this data base and model it using Fuller 's 
formula without chronographing the loads involved, 
but once this is done the Fuller formula results aren't 
accurate unless the loads are chronographed. Mar
shall' s  data base contains all the loads of practical 
interest (and many that are not), so this means that 
even the loads that were used in constructing the data 
base are not correctly modeled by Fuller' s  formula
tion unless they are now chronographed! 

It is hard to think of anything anyone can say 
which can top this statement by Sanow in pointing 
out just how unscientific and downright foolish this 
whole business is . Don't forget; Fuller's formulation 
just modeled Marshall' s  data base, which means that 
any nonsense in Fuller' s  formula represents nonsense 
in the data base itself. I venture a prediction : Sa
now's  articles will QO longer mention any need to 
chronograph in ord@r to get good results with the 
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Fuller formulation after he realizes how he has shot 
himself in the foot with this cited quote. This pre
diction will fail only if Sanow knows he is convinc
ing only the gullible and has given up any hope of 
persuading sophisticated readers . 

8) Sanow asserts that the Winchester Ranger 
(formerly Black Talon) "does not achieve its full re
covered diameter until nearly eight inches of pene
tration by design" and assumes expansion linear with 
penetration to make an argument for relative ineffec
tiveness of this load. This claim and assumption are 
completely incompatible with the dynamics of hand
gun bullet expansion during penetration; as a result 
the derived statements in the article are not correct. 
The physics of bullet expansion and penetration is 
understood and valid even if someone sees (or think 
they see) something in conflict with this physics. 
This is just like someone' s  claim to have seen a uni
corn; they didn't, and it really doesn't  matter whether 
they sincerely think they did or are simply lying 
about it. 

Summary 
The reader may feel that writing this review 

was fun, but it wasn't. The good physician is em
barrassed when another physician harms a patient 
through incompetence, the good law enforcement of
ficer embarrassed when another law enforcement of
ficer breaks the law, and the good engineer is embar
rassed when another engineer produces unsound 
analysis by not adequately understanding what he is 
doing. The examples given illustrate flaws in 
Fuller's formula, but it is difficult to make a full ex
position of just how simplistic and na'ive this model 
is without getting into technical detail not readily 
comprehensible to non-technical readers (for techni
cians, flaws include variables and formulations with 
no physical significance, small differences of large 
numbers, and unrealistic numbers of significant dig
its). The bottom line is that this is just another pa
thetic chapter in a very pathetic story. 

Reference 
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WOUND BALLISTICS 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
Martin L. Fackler, MD, FA CS 

CAN WE EXPECT ADEQUATE CARE FOR 

THE VICTIMS OF GUNFIRE WITH THE 

JOURNAL OF TRAUMA'S CONTINUING 

FAILURE TO CORRECT WOUND BALLIS

TICS ERRORS? 

Recent events make it difficult for us to avoid being 
sorrewhat snrug and saying "we told you so." 

We have been acting as the wound ballistics conscience 
of the Journal of Trauma since our very first issue. Since 1989, 
myself with several coauthors have furnished them corrections of 
serious errors and misconceptions that have appeared in 23 papers 
dealing with wmmd ballistics. They have published only one of 
these (in which my coauthor was a member of their editorial 
stafi)1• Ofthe 22 that they have refused to publish, 16 were from 
the Ordog group at Martin Luther King, Jr. Hospital in Los Ange
les. In a letter of 30 January 1995, the editor of the Journal of 

Trauma admitted concerns on the work of the Ordog group, but 
indicated that he bas "no investigative authority." 

Interestingly, on 21 February 1995, eight of Ordog's 
colleagues, all fuculty members at the King!Drew Medical Cen
ter, wrote a letter to Dr. Jerris Hedges, editor of Academic Emer

gency Medicine, pointing out nurrerous errors and exaggerations 
in an article by Ordog et al. published in his journal. Apparently, 
Dr. Hedges felt that he did have some investigative authority, as 
well as a duty to his readers to correct published errors. He came 
to the Martin Luther King'Charles Drew Medical Center and 
conducted an investigation. According to sources at King!Drew, 
Dr. Hedges's findings agreed that the Ordog et al. data was largely 
in error. A committee of the King!Drew Medical Center also in
vestigated the Ordog et al. data and agreed that the errors de
mmded correction Dr. Hedges published corrections in August 
1996 2• 

I sent to Dr. M. Roy Wilson, Dean of Drew Medical 
School, the corrections of the eight Ordog papers that had previ
ously been published'.S as well as the manuscripts of the eight 
letters that fullow below. I asked him to confirm these corrections 
and then request that editor of the Journal of Trauma retract the 
16 seriously flawed Ordog et al. papers. I telephoned him several 
rmnths later and he said that he would have liked to investigate 
the works of Ordog further but could not do so since Ordog had 
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been fired (preswnably as a result of the findings of the investiga
tions mentioned above). So, the Martin Luther King, Jr/Drew 
Medical Center bas gotten rid of its Ordog problem: but bas cho
sen to ignore its responsibility for the continuing damage being 
done to the trawna surgery community by the 16 fallacious pa
pers, published in the Journal of Trauma, while he was in their 
employ. 

The 23 aforementioned seriously flawed wound ballis
tics papers that have appeared in the Journal of Trauma do not 
exactly instill a feeling of confidence in the expertise that is sup
posed to assure adequate treatment of gunshot wounds. All of 
these papers were evaluated by at least three reviewers and editors 
who must be considered among the elite of the trawna surgery 
community. Where these elite have fuiled so miserably what is the 
public to expect from the ordinary trawna surgeon? The Joint 
Commission for Accreditation of Hospitals judges the adequacy of 
medical-surgical practice by evaluating the adequacy of hospital 
records: this measure also indicates that the victims of gunfire 
might be getting less than adequate treatment In a recent review 
ofhospital records, which included 258 gunshot wound apertures, 
wound size was recorded in 4.3%, and wound shape in 2.7%: 
which rrearn that a tm>1: basic elerrent of surgical practice, an 
adequate physical examination, was recorded in less than 3% of 
cases6. 

This slipshod paperwork by trawna surgeons is espe
cially worrisome when considered alongside the fuilure of the 
trawna care community to provide a reliable wound ballistics 
literature. Some are bound to retort that this evidence is indirect 
and bas nothing to do with the with actual treatment of gunshot 
wound victims. Well, then let me share sorre data from my prac
tice of furensic wound ballistics: in the past half-dozen years I 
have encountered 26 cases in which victims of gunfire were alive 
when they entered the hospital and died later. This does NOT 
include the many who had the apparently obligatory errergency 
room thomcotomy as soon as they arrived - which all tailed 
Seven of these patients (27%), according to my evaluation as a 
trawna surgeon very experienced in the evaluation and treatment 
of penetrating projectile wounds, died more as a result of the sur
gical care than of the daimge caused by the projectile. Taken with 
the evidence presented above, I suggest that this should provide a 
wake-up call fur the trawna surgery community to take stock of its 
perfurmance regarding gut1$hot wounds. 
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Scholarly integrity and aatdemic honesty detmnd that 
the 16 papers by Ordog et al. be retracted by the editor of the 
Joumal of Trauma. This editor bas told rre that "Science is self
correcting." He furgot to add that science is self-correcting only 
when scientists of integrity act responsibly to make the needed 
corrections. 

As a setVice to the scholarly aatdemic corrnmmity we 
have published below the eight additional evaluations of the 
flawed papers in question that when added to those already pub
lishe<f.S make up the entire 16 that need to be retracted Histori
cally, scientists are notoriously slow to correct fiaud and incolq)e
tence in their ranks 7'8• They seem to need a bit of public outrage or 
the threat of govemrrent action to wake up their integrity. Per
haps exposing the details of the substandard care that contributed 
to the deaths of the three police officers shot in the line of duty 
(included in the seven deaths nmtioned above) might be the spuic 
needed to start the ball rolling. 

Looking back over this whole problem, a CO�q)elling 
question corres to mind: Where bas the Conunittee on Tmwna of 
the American College of Surgeons been while the Ordog group's 
severly flawed papers have flooded the wowld ballistics literature? 
I challenge this group to review the corrections provided below, as 
well as those already published, and make their findings public. Is 
this not their duty? Or are they a part of the problem? 
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Ordog GA, Balasubramanium S, Wasserberger J. 
Outpatient management of .357 gunshot wounds to 
the chest. J Trauma 1983;23:832-835. 

This is the :first of 16 works by Ordog et al., or Ordog 
alone, published in the Joumal of Trauma from 1983 through 
1995, which purport to report the experience with patients 
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wounded by gunfire and seen at the Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Hospital (MLK) in Los Angeles. In response to these publications, 
at least ten authors have sent letters to the editor pointing out many 
tactual errors and inconsistencies, as well as serious deficiencies in 
everything from trethodology to quality and adequacy of follow
up, lack of scholarly referencing, the question of possible plagia
rism, and evidence of possible filbrication of data 1-6. 

Strangely, the editors of the Journal of Trauma have 
continued to publish submissions from the Ordog group - the 
errors, incomist.encies, and exaggerations in which have, if any
thing, worsened with titre. The misinfunmtion published by the 
Ordog group, in the Joumal of Trauma, bas recently attracted the 
attention of both the Los Angeles County Sheriffs ])qxu1nrnt 
and the Los Angeles Police J:>epar1Im1t -whose statistics con
tmdict those reported by Ordog et aC. 

The fullowing passage from page 833 of this � is 
especially revealing of one possible reason fur the inaccuracies 
and inconsistencies in tfie Ordog et al. publications dealing with 
gunshot wounds. 

• A rifle was identified by 3% of the patients am pistols oc 
handguns were cited by 66% of cases; the rernaimer (31 %) 
did not see the weapon. In only ten cases was the weapon 
specifically identified by the patient These were one 12-
gauge shotgun, three B-B guns, three 22-caliber pistols, as 
well as a 35-, a 38-, and a 45-cahber pistol. 

• Only 12 patients were able to give accurate values of the 
distance of the weapon at the titre of the shooting; ... 

Here Ordog et al. admitted what in sorre later � 

they have neglected to specifY-but which many knowledgeable 
readers suspected They have arrived at their statistia. oo weapoo 
am bullet type, distan::e of fire, etc. by guestiooing the wourxled 
am their coopmi<n>. Anybody with experien:e in law enfOCre. 
trent oc iOre:mic wound ballistics can verifY that victim> of gunfire 
am their coopmi<n> (especially the gang rrenDers that coopise 
llllCh of the MLK Jlltient popllatioo) &eguendy give fBlse ac
counts of shoOOng rodents. Even if they tried to be truthful, how
ever, they oould trt generate the statistia. clainr.d by OrOOg et al.: 
even firearm literate� camxt telL by a quick glarre fiml a 
distarre, the caliber of a pistol. An:! camxt difterentiate a 12 
pauge fiml a 16 oc 10 pauge shctgun. Such statistia. are based oo 
unverified hearsay, am their rublicatioo debases the scientific 
literature. 
Additiooal rrof>lem; in this �  include: 

• The title is inaccurate: this paper � only minor 
w<ll��Kti of the chest wall which did trt penetrate through the 
pleura. OrOOg et al. tiilled to explain why they Jelt it mces-
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sary to separate out minor wounds of the chest from minor 
wounds elsewhere. Ordog et al. have also written an all in
clusive paper on minor gunshot wounds8, which presumably 
includes the patients reported in this �· Perhaps their pa
per on minor wounds of the abdomen will appear soon: no 
doubt to be followed by a � on minor wounds of the left 
leg, then one on minor wounds of the right leg, etc. - it cer
tainly is a fust way to build a CV. 

• These authors apparently misunderstand the term 
"prophylactic" when applied to antibiotic usage. The only 
way it would be properly used regarding gunshot wounds is 
if a satisfactory circulating level of the antibiotic were at
tained before the patient was shot In this � they are 
clearly talking about antibiotics used for treatment: given af
ter the trauma. 

• Table I illustrates the purposeless fragmentation of data found 
in most papers by the Ordog group. They divided the chest 
wall into 14 areas, such as "near neck," "near abdorn:n," 
"scapular," "right side," "shoulder area," "midline," and 
"clavicular." They then calculated the percentage of the total 
shots which hit in each of these areas, without explallring 
what purpose this is supposed to serve. This table contains a 
troubling inconsistency: there are no gunshot wounds that are 
listed as involving two or rmre of the listed areas. Think 
about it; Ordog et al. told us that 70.5% of these wounds 
were caused by bullets, and none of these bullets penetrated 
the pleura. If this is true, the great majority of the shots had to 
be tangential: and because of the considerable penetration 
potential ofbullets, many of them would have had to involve 
at least two of these "areas." 

• Ordog et al. fulled to report any graze wounds in this series. 
Since they reported that 10% of their wounds of the extremi
ties were graze wounds9, it appears most unlikely that they 
would have 357 gunshot wounds of the chest wall without a 
single graze wound 

• The Ordog group disclosed, in this �. the method of fol
low-up that they also used in later papers - by telephone. I 
do not believe that the diagnosis of wound infection by tele
phone can be COll'>idered valid Despite this; and the admis
sion that "these numbers [regarding infections] do not reach 
statistical significance," the Ordog group did not hesitate to 
offer the following advice: 

The use of prophylactic antibiotics in superficial gun

shot wounds to the chest is probably not warranted, 

and therefore should not be used to replace good 

general }V()Und management by surgical cleaning 

and debridement. 
The furegoing sentence reveals a serious misunderstandin of 
basic surgical principles. Although there are many wOI.Uld ballis-
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tics misconceptions in print, I have never read anything, any
where, which suggests that the purpose of using antibiotics in the 
treatment of gunshot wounds is to "replace" adequate wound care. 
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Ordog GJ, Albin D, Wasserberger J, Schlater TL, 
Balasubramanium S. 1 10 Bullet wounds of the neck. 
J Trauma 1985;25:238-246. 

Ordog et al. fulled to state the purpose of this paper. 
After reading it, one can see why- it does not appear to have a 
purpose; nor does the information included add anything unique, 
or useful, to the literature. In this �. Ordog et al. took a group 
of patient records, compiled statistics on insignificant items (see 
below), and made many rmmingless tables-there are 14 in this 
paper. All these isolated details lack any uni1Ying theme or idea. 
The authors then pontificate, injecting irrational theories, drawing 
unsupported conclusions, and, unfortunately, advising. Such 
statements as "Low-velocity civilian bullet wounds may have 
erratic courses, and the bullets cause blast as well as concussion 
effects." (p. 245), presented without data or references, reveal a 
lack in understanding of the mechanisms by which penetrating 
projectiles interact with body tissue. 

The Ordog group again (p. 243) reaflinred their misun
derstanding of the term "prophylactic" as applied to antibiotic 
usage (when one gives antibiotics to a gunshot wound victim, it is 
a part of the treatment - not "prophylactic"). The only thing un-
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usual about the use of antibiotics in their series was the met that 
31% of the patients with penetrating gunshot WOlmds of the neck 
were not treated with them Yet these authors did not comrrent on 
that: the military, and most civilian centers with wide experience 
treating gunshot wounds use antibiotics in treating essentially all 
gunshot wound victims. They did, however, draw the groundless 
conclusion that " ... antibiotics are not warranted for patients with 
bullet wounds to the neck ... " 

These authors decried the "inadequate data on gunshot 
wounds of the neck ... " (p. 245). They noted that "No rigorous 
prospective randomized controlled studies of I:,'UI1Shot wounds of 
the neck were found in the literature," but fuiled to suggest what 
question regarding neck wounds they feel needs to be "studied." 
Most trauma surgeons have little question about how to diagnose 
and treat neck wounds and most likely feel that their time could be 
spent tmre profitably in studying areas that present rmre pressing 
and significant questions regarding clinical care. 

Examining this study, we find: 

• Patients who were �ted upon spent rmre time in the 
hospital than those who were not �ted upon - and the 
difrerence was "statistically significant" I doubt this will sur
prise anybody. 

• "Moreover, our study was devoid of carotid artery thrombo
sis in contrast to studies concerning other mechanisms." Or
dog et al. fulled to mention how they knew there were no ca
rotid artery throniJoses in their "study." Their usual method 
of follow-up (by telephone) is is inadequate to diagnose this 
corq>lication. 

• The Ordog group found no injuries to the subclavian vessels 
and remarked that this ditrerentiated their study from others 
in the literature. They opined that the reason for this was that, 
in their series, " ... the clavicles protect these vessels from bul
lets .... " They did not, however, explain why the clavicles did 
not have this protective effect in other reported studies. 

Ordog GJ. Penetrating neck trauma. J Trauma 

1987 ;27 :543-554. 

In this lengthy paper (12 pages), Ordog confidently in
structed on diagnostic techniques, recornrrended treat:rrent ap
proaches, and even pontificated on surgical technique. The reader 
might surmise he was an experienced trauma surgeon. OrOOg, 
however, is not a surgeon at all: he is an �cy physician 
without appuent qualifications to write on penetrating neck 
trauma, which is a surgical subject 
Problem; with this paper include: 
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• Anatomic misconceptions: the aortic arch is listed as a "vital 
structure of the neck" A surgeon would know that its highest 
part correc; only to about the disc space between the fourth 
and fifth thoracic vertebrae-which puts it, rather clearly. in 
the thorax. 

• The surgery usually done for penetrating wounds of the neck 
is described as " ... a fonnll bilateral neck dissection." A sur
geon would have known that a neck "dissection" is a cancer 
operation. A neck "exploration" is done for penetrating 
trauma-and usually on just one side. 

• Readers are infonned tbat "Vascular injuries are approached 
by using the principle of proximal control of the blood ves
sel." As a surgeon who has repaired and replaced injured 
portions of perforated neck vessels, I suggest that in addition 
to proxi�ml control. obtaining distal control of these vessels 
also is an awfully good idea. 

It is stated. unequivocally and dogmatically, that 
"Prehospital resuscitation has not been shown to be effective in 
reducing rmrbidity and rmrtality." Ordog gave but a single refer
ence for this generalization. Aside from the met that this point 

remains a hotly debated subject, with papers in print "proving" 
both sides of tlte argurrent, tlte paper cited for su!)JX)rt contained 
nothing about preha;pital resuscitation. 

In a previous study, of 1 1 0 bullet wourrl; to the neck1, 
the Ordog group found no injuries to the subclavian vessels. and 
apparently convinced themselves that bullet wounds of these ves
sels do not exist - although they mentioned that others had re
ported them In that paper1, Ordog et at. opined that the reason 
they found no subclavian vessel injuries was that " . . .  the clavicles 
protect these vessels from bullets . . . .  " In this paper they expandtxi 
that explanation by adding " .. . guns are fired perpendicular to th� 
neck ... " I suggest that clavicles are no rmre bullet resistant in Los 
Angeles than elsewhere, and that bullet angles are not necessarily 
perpendicular to the neck 

As a surgeon who ha" repaired subclavian vessels � 
rated by bullets, I can assure the reader that the clavicles oo not 
protect them from this trauma. I can even cite, from my Forensic 
Wound Ballistics practice, a case from Los Angeles in which a 
subclavian artery was perforated, by a 9rrun handgun bullet, on 23 
March 1991. Martin Luther King, Jr. Hospital did not see this 
patient, however, he went directly to the Medical Examiner's Of
fice. This illustrates a major flaw in the entire work product of the 
Ordog group: they draw cq>ious conclusions based solely upon 
the patients they see, a very skewed saJll>le-missing the wealth 
of pathology that goes directly to the Medical Examiner. Any 
valid epidemiologic study of gunshot wounds rrrust include both 
sources. 

Ordog asserted that " ... high-velocity missiles cause rrore 
serious damage than the low-velocity bullets .... " This is a half-
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truth. Stated accurately, this assertion should be "high-velocity 
missiles have the potential to cause tmre serious datmge than the 
low-velocity bullets .... " In fact, many of the cornrmn militmy type 
''high-velocity" bullets cause damage, especially in soft tissue, 
which cannot be differentiated from that caused by ' ' l  w-velocity" 
handgun bullets2• Because of the uncertainties inherent in the Or
dog et al. method of determining bullet and weapon type -asking 
the patient or his companions, and believing what they say is true 
- in addition to the large number of "drive-by'' shootings, they 
have no way of verifYing that the wounds they claim as "low
velocity" were, in fuct, not caused by "high-velocity" militmy type 
rifle bullets. 

Six pages, fully half of this paper, deals with shotgun 
wounds. In this section are repeated many errors that have already 
been corrected3, or will be corrected in the commentary which 
follows on Ordog GJ, Albin D, Wasserberger J, Balasubrarna
nium S. Shotgun 'birdshoe wounds to the neck J Trauma 
1 988;28:491-497. 
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This paper should prove especially useful to those who 
wish to get into a life of crime, but are either too young or too inept 
to have yet accurrrulated enough money to purchase a fuctory 
rmde fireann. 

Ordog et al. have opined that there is another group in 
which these hotremade gtmS might flourish: in " ... areas of strict 
anti-gun enforcerm1t, handguns may not be available due to a 
lack of supply." Here they are clearly wrong: there has never 
been an attempt at "strict anti-gun enfurcerm1t" that has not 
proved counterproductive and rmde the illicit trade in :firearm; 
increase. Rather than decreasing the supply of fuctory rmde gtmS, 
such effi>rts have increased the supply. Cities that have the rrost 

stringent fireann control laws, Washington, DC, for example, 
have the highest per capita fireann murder rates. 
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These authors try to make a point that backfired, appar
ently due to their lack of understanding of firearm technology, 
they wrote: 

Beneficially, markings, or the absence of rifling marks, 

may help prove that the bullet was not fired from a 

commercial weapon. Often with the Cadillac aerial 

weapons the spent shell remains lodged in the end of 

the barrel, and this may be matched to the bullet taken 

from the victim. 

Since it is the rifling markings that allow fireanns examiners to 
match bullets to individual rifled barrels, and Cadillac aerials are 
not rifled, no matching can take place. A bullet cannot, under ordi
nary circumstances, be matched to the bullet casing from which it 
was fired. So, rather than making it easier to match a bullet from a 
Cadillac aerial, it is likely to be impossible to match the bullet to 
the barrel "to the exclusion of all others" as is commonly done 
with bullets from rifled barrels. 

To avoid drawing undue attention to this paper, I will 
point out only this one misconception. The paper is no more than 
an instruction pamphlet illustrating how to use commonly avail
able materials, such as a Cadillac automobile aerial, plywood, and 
duct tape to make a fireann The fuct that this paper appeared in 
the medical literature is indeed regrettable: it is of no use whatso
ever to the health care professional, and in the wrong hands could 
well prove counterproductive. 

Ordog GJ, Wasserberger J, Prakash A Balasubra
manium S. Civilian gunshot wounds: determinants of 
injury. J Trauma 1987;27:943-947. 

The stated purpose of this study was " ... to detennine the 
clinical severity of wounds produced by a range of civilian fire
arms .... " Unfortunately, the method chosen yielded contradictory 
and misleading results. They did a retrospective study limited to 
records ofhospitalized patients. Obviously, persons who are killed 
outright by gunfire and are taken to the medical examiner's office 
are more likely to have suffered larger wounds than those taken to 
the hospital. Any valid study ofwoWld severity cannot ignore the 
most seriously wom1ded group. 

They severely limited this study by including only 15-
year-olds. Perl'uql; to avoid calling undue attention to this bizarre 
selection criterion, the paper was given a misleading title: why not 
call it simply "Civilian gtmShot wounds in 15-year-olds." 

Ordog et al. confused readers by coining their own 
definitions for words that already have well understood and 
agreed upon rreanings. For instance, they defined "rmrbidity'' in 
this paper as " ... major perrnanent morbidity that interferes with 
the future normal function of the patienfs life." To the rest of the 
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world, the term "rrubidity'' is not necessarily permanent They 
also extended this bizarre propensity to fireann technology by 
refurring to as ''buckshof' any shotgun pellets " ... greater than or 
equal to . 14 caliber ... " [they rrean 14 caliber]. It is unifunn!y un
derstood and agreed upon by everybody, except the Ordog group, 

that buckshot refers only to shotgun pellets of0.24 inch and larger 
dirureter. 

They claimed that "Military studies have retrospectively 
determined the stopping or killing power of various weapons in 
military use." Their three citations do not support that claim 

They assumed that " ... the severity of injury is related to 
the operative rate, length of hospital stay, and rate of long-term 
rrmbidity, and mortality." Ordog et al. missed the most important 
determinants of injury from penetrating projectiles, which are: 1 )  
the amount of tissue disruption, 2) the location of the tissue dis
ruption (did it disrupt major vessels, the CNS, etc.) and 3) the type 
of disruption (tissue crushed by being hit by the projectile, or tis
sue stretched by being displaced by the temporary cavity). 

They reported that wounds from the ".38 Special" out
numbered wounds from ".35 - .357" (which presumably included 
the .357 Magnum) and that the .38 Special bullets caused the 
greatest damage: "One hundred percent of these patients suffered 
either death or perrnanent disability. The next highest rate was 
with magnum arrnnunition, at 66%." These results are bizarre 
and contradict common sense. They are also inconsistent with 
other Ordog et al. results1 which reported from the same patient 
population that the number of patients wounded by the .357 Mag
num was four t:irn:s that wounded by the .38 Special. 
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Here we have another paper with unsubstantiated hear
say (what the patient et al. reported about the missile type and 
circumstances) reported as fuct The authors apparently attempted 
to launder these data and emphasize other inconsequential colll'i
lations (e.g., anatomic location of the entrance wounds in needless 
detail, etc.) by presenting them in the form of bar and pie graphs 
(eight) and tables (seven). It is hard to believe that reviewers 
would allow a pie graph which shows only what can be told 
clearly and COIIl'letely in less than a single line of text, e.g. there 
were 91 .9"/o males and 8.9"/o females in the series. Another pie 
graph was used to show patient race: 83.5% Black, 16.1% His-
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panic, and 0.4% Caucasian. Another was used to show the trans
port method by which patients got to the hospital. 

Even more bizarre than the presentation, however, was 
the analysis of these data: it was explained that " ... children's necks 
have a higher concentration of vital structures per unit of cross
sectional area, with less subcutaneous and muscular protection 
then adults." At best a questionable thesis, this was rmde more 
dubious by the fuct that about 70% of these "children" were 14 
and 15 years old The authors apparently relt this "explanation" 
necessary because they found a 20% mortality rate in this series 
for neck wounds in "children" whereas they had found only about 
one-tenth of that rate for adults. They apparently were oblivious to 
the fuct that this "20%" rate a was based on only two deaths in a 
series of ten- :fur too small a number to support any valid � 

elusion Apparently where statistical analysis won't support a 
point they wish to rrnke, these authors don't use it-yet make the 
point anyway. This contrasts sharply with their usual overuse of 
statistics in exposing their readers to analyses of such trivia as: the 
left side of the chest was involved in tmre bullet woWlds than the 
right - " .. . and this difference was statistically significant 
(p<0.05)" \ and they reported that not only do those who were 
operated upon stay in the hospital longer than those who were not, 
but that "The difference between these tmU1S is statistically sig
nificant (p<0.05)."2• 

These authors stated, unequivocally, that "Of patients 
more than 10 years of age, 80% were determined to be directly or 
indirectly involved in gang-related shootings." They then ex
plaiDed that "Few of the patients actually admitted to being gang 
trembers, but through other contacts, usually fumily members, 
gang membership was established" When contradictory evi

dence appears, this group apparently simply chooses their pre
ferred version and records it as fuct for their statistical analysis. 

About one-half of my Forensic Wound Ballistics prac
tice is in the Los Angeles area. Gang related Police shootings 
comprise a large percentage of my work I have reviewed many 
hospital records from the Martin Luther King, Jr. Hospital. Yet I 
do not recall finding, on any of these records, the detailed informa
tion on gang trembership, type of missiles, type of weapons, cali
ber ofbullets, distance of fire, etc., that Ordog et al. reported in 
their many retrospective chart reviews. 
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Ordog GJ, Albin D, Wasserberger J, Balasubrama
nium S. Shotgun 'birdshot' wounds to the neck. J 
Trauma 1988;28:491-497. 

This paper is essentially a republication of the same 
material that appeared in the Journal of Trauma eleven months 
previously1 . Not only had two ofthe three tables, the sole figure, 
and about 70% of the text in this paper been published previously, 
but the two tables were then again published, fur the third time in 
the Journal of Trauma, one month following this paper's publica
tion2. Neither of the two other articles which contain the identical 
material were cited in this paper. Not only similar ideas were ex
pressed, but identical wording was used (except fur an occasional 
substitution of an "as" for "since" or "Ordog" for "our"). The text 
of the last 16 lines of the third-from-last page and the entire last 
two pages of this article (except for an inserted eight-line para
graph) were lifted essentially word-for-word, from Ordog's previ
ous paper1 . 

This paper purportedly deals with birdshot wounds: 
strangely, for this study, Ordog et al. defined birdshot as "pellets 
having a diameter of0.15 inches (3.8mm) or less (also referred to 
as #2 shot)," whereas Ordog, in the previous paper, reporting the 
sarre results\ defined birdshot as "pellets with a diameter of0. 13 
inches (3.5mm [sic]) or less, and is also referred to as #4 shot." 
Ordog et al. defined buckshot as any shot larger than birdshot: 
both of the Ordog et a!. definitions (larger than 0. 1 5  or larger than 
0. 1 3  inches), however, are a long way from the definition ofbuck
shot tmiversally and tmifunnly accepted by the rest of the world 
-which is shot larger than 0.24 inches in diarreter. 

Ordog et a!. described, in detail, a bizarre and fullacious 
indirect m:thod for calculating the "effective" weapon-victim 
range, a range which they never defined except by indicating that 
it is different from the true range. To further add to the confusion, 
in Table II they showed a "Classification of 'birdshof shotgun 
wounds" which includes distances of fire. They explained in the 
text that these distances are "effective" ranges. Yet in their paper 
published one rmnth after this one2, they presented exactly the 
sarre table (this time it was Table III) and added a note saying that 
"these are true ranges and not effective ranges." Such contradic
tions leave the serious reader dumbfounded. 

The fOrmulas they gave for calculating these "effective" 
ranges are fallacious: 

• Formula one showed that the shot spread from a cylinder 
bore shotgun was one-half the diameter of the spread from a 
choked barrel at the sarre distance. In fact, choked barrels 
(which come in several degrees of choke) clearly produce 
smaller patterns than do cylinder bore shotgun barrels at 
identical distances. 
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• In using fOrmula two Ordog et a!. apparently assl.llred that all 
of their patients were shot with a 12 gauge shotgun with a 
one and one-half ounce shot charge. Actually, shot charges 
available for 12 gauge shotguns vary from one to two and 
one-fourth ounces. The purpose of these formulae is appar
ently to determine the penetration depth of pellets by deter

mining the distance of fire from the pellet spread as seen on x
ray. Yet Ordog et al. claim that "this value is independent of 

barrel length and choke - which makes about as much 
sense as a cylinder bore barrel giving a smaller pattern than a 
choked one. Apparently, Ordog et a!. did not realize that there 
are different muzzle velocities possible from birdshot from a 

1 2  gauge shotgun - from light target loads to long range 
magnum loads. Therefore, even if Ordog et a!. could deter

mine the distance of fire with their formula, it would not cor

relate with the pellets' striking velocity-and pellet velocity 
is one of the determinants of pellet penetration. This invali
dates their whole formula "effective range" (whatever that 
may be) method. 

• The nu;t outlandish assumption inherent in these fOrmulae is 
that all "birdshot" from 0.09 inch diarreter #8 shot to 0. 1 3 
inch diarreter #4 shot (or 0. 1 5  inch #2 shot, depending on 

which of Ordogs definitions one wishes to use) penetrates 
the sarre distance in flesh when striking from the sarre IlJJZ
zle-to-target distance. Actually, penetration increases signifi
cantly as pellet diarreter increases3• 

In the clinical setting it is doubtful that these fullacious 
formulae will do much harm - surgeons will continue to deter
mine pellet depths using roentgenograms. The danger lies in their 
potential use in forensic science. Validity is often assumed for such 
things published in the medical literature, and there might not be 
sufficient expertise available in the courtroom to expose them as 
fallacious. 
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Ordog GJ, Wasserberger J, Balasubramanium S, 
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tient management. J Trauma 1994;36:106-1 11.  

The first sentence in this paper stated that gunshot 
wounds "continue" to be a problem: a nine-year-old reference is 
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cited for support. That citation was to another paper by Ordog et 
al., as were rmre than half of the references in this paper. This 
particular reference (their ref 1) was published in the Annals of 

Emergency Medicine and provoked three critical letters-to-the
editor - one correcting nineteen serious errors. After the embar
rassm:nt of publishing that one badly flawed paper, the editors of 
the Annals of Emergency Medicine have rejected additional 
papers on gunshot wounds from Ordog et al. 

Their fifth reference, also, is incorrect - and spe
cious: it appears to be a reference to a paper (again, by Ordog 
et al.) entitled "Outpatient gunshot wounds to the chest." 
Found on the page cited, however, was not a paper but an 
answer by Ordog et al. attempting to defend themselves from 
another letter-to-the-editor critical of their work. 

In this paper, Ordog et al. reported a retrospective 
chart review (this time from 1 977 through 1 99 1 ). Ordog et al. 
claimed that this "study" has saved "more than $37 million." 
They purportedly reviewed the charts of 1 6,892 patients who 
had minor gunshot wounds (grazes, through-and-through 
wounds involving only skin, subcutaneous tissue and possibly 
muscle, etc.), which were treated as outpatients. They calcu
lated their claimed "savings" by counting up the cost that 
would have occurred if each of these patients had been admit
ted to the hospital for a 48 hour observation period. Obvious
ly, it would be irrational to admit these patients - making the 
claim of "savings" by this study equally irrational. The Ordog 
group appears to have a penchant for attributing "savings" to 
their "studies": they made an equally fallacious claim of sav
ing "$79,900,000.00" in another 1 994 paper1•  

Ordog et al. have previously reported statistics that it 
would have been impossible for them to gather if other find
ings reported in the same paper were true 1. They made a 
similar slip in this paper: of the shooting:; they reported, 800/o 
were purportedly "driye by" and in 2% the circlllllStances 
were unknown. Hence, in only 1 8% of cases, could the spe
cific weapon type be known. Yet the Ordog group reported 
not only the specific weapon type, but the weapons' barrel 
lengths, in 83% of the cases they reviewed They reported that 
5 1 %  of their wounds were "through-and-through" and an 
additional 1 0% were "graze" wounds. Hence, in only 39% of 
cases could a projectile be available: and projectiles are of 
limited aid in determining specific weapon type - many 
(including the conunon 22 caliber rimfire bullets) can be fired 
from either handguns or rifles. 

Despite having only a through-and-through hole or a 
graze wowxl as evidence in 61% of their cases, Ordog et al. 
further claimed to be able to identifY the general weapon type 
in 100% of these cases. This is absurd: whether a graze or 
through-and-through wound was caused by a single buckshot 
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pellet from a shotgwl, or by any of a huge variety of rifle or 
handgun bullets, is something that not even the most experi
enced and qualified forensic expert could tell. Yet Ordog et al. 
confidently and W!eQUivocally presented these impossible-to
know data. 

Another disquieting aspect of this report was the 
description of the radiographic techniques used in attempting 
to minimize magnification of the bullet so its caliber could be 
measured. This would require that the emergency physician 
see the first set of radiographs and then supervise at least one 
follow-up view with the patient positioned to put the bullet as 
close as possible to the x-ray film This is something one 
might do in a prospective study; but the study Ordog et al. 
reported was purportedly a retrospective one - purported to 
be based on reviews of the charts of all patients with gunshot 
wounds who were seen but not admitted, dating back to 1 977. 
Even if Ordog and coauthors (or others with their preoccupa
tion of recording bullet dimensions) had been at the Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Hospital since 1 977, they could have seen 
only a small precentage of the patients in this large emergency 
department. 

Ordog et al. claimed that they were able to determine 
accurately the caliber of 90% of the bullets that they saw on 
x-rays. Yet they reported no process for verification of this. 
Apparently they simply measured the bullets' shadows from 
the x-ray films and assumed that it reflected the correct cali
ber. The popular 38 Special and the .357 Magnum bullets 
both have a bullet diameter of 0.357 inch, but the frequently 
used 9mm Parabellum bullet has a bullet diameter of 0.355 
inch. No measurement from an x-ray film, even if the bullets 
were known to be exactly the same distance from the x-ray 
film (with equal x-ray tube to film distance) has the precison 
necessary to tell apart bullets whose diameters vary by only 
0.002 inch. 

The Ordog group reported that "Only 1 3% of 
wounds had evidence of cavitation, consistent with a missile 
velocity greater than 1 1  00-1 200 feet per second." They ne
glected to mention what this "evidence" was. Their assump
tion that cavitation depends upon the velocity of the projectile 
alone (neglecting its mass) demonstrates a serious lack of un
derstanding of wound ballistics and basic physics. 
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MORE ON THE BIZARRE FABRIQUE 
NATIONALE P-90 

Fabrique Nationale is apparently still trying 
to rejuvenate the P-90 (see Wound Ballistics Re
view, Vol 1 ,  No 1 ,  p 46). They have changed the 
bullet's core from plastic to aluminum, changed its 
name to S S 1 09, and added a handgun (to the al
ready existing mini-submachinegun) designed to 
handle this little bullet. Their apparent goal is to 
replace the reliable penetration in body tissue of 
the 9mm Parabellum FMJ bullet with their SS 1 90 
which evidently retains the bizarre right-angle turn 
in tissue which limits the bullet's straight ahead 

penetration to no greater than about four inches -
insuring that it will fail to reach (in a shot from the 
front) any of the vital structures (aorta, vena cava, 
kidneys, etc.) that are located deep in the torso. 

The following letter was sent to the editor of the 
International Defense Review on. 5 March 1 996. 
No reply was received. 

To the editor: 

The title, "Revolution in S low Motion," by 
Peter Saracino (IDR 1 / 1 996) is strangely ironic. 
The heading, "Energy transfer is key to effective
ness,"  along with the claim that FN's SS 1 90 bullet 
creates a "wound cavity of Scm diameter," indi
cates that somebody has been very tardy in recog
nizing the real revolution that has taken place in 
bullet testing and evaluation in the past dozen 
years . The mention of testing in ''NATO gelatine" 
confirms this suspicion. 

FN had a colossal stroke of bad luck when 
they developed the P-90: they figured out how to 
make a nondeforming full-metal-jacketed bullet 
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"transfer energy," in the form of a larger than usual 
temporary cavity, just as scientific advances in 
wound ballistics combined with a historic event to 
thoroughly discredit the use of "energy transfer" 
and temporary cavity size for estimating a projec
tile's capacity to "incapacitate" the human target. 

The historic event, of course, was the disas
trous "Miami shootout" of April 1 986. Two FBI 
agents were killed, and five wounded, because the 
law enforcement community had been led astray by 
the same ideas that apparently are still misleading 
FN. 

This letter will give your dedicated readers 
a profound sense of deja vu: I made the same 
points in a letter published in the International 
Defense Review nine years ago1 • Let me explain 
things a bit more mechanistically this time: maybe 
they will be better remembered. The Scm "wound 
cavity" FN claims for their lightweight little whiz
zer is, in reality, only the diameter of the maximum 
temporary cavity it produces. I assume that the 
length of the new S S  1 90 bullet is about that of its 

predecessor, the P-90 bullet - 2.4cm. The perma
nent hole it makes in flesh, its real "wound cavity," 
cannot be any wider than the bullet's length, 2 .4cm: 
and it is only that wide during the part of the bul
let's path when it is yawing 90 degrees (traveling 
sideways relative to its path). The rest of the Scm 
is just an outward displacement of the walls of the 

bullet hole - which lasts only for a few millisec
onds. 

The walls of the SS 1 90's permanent hole 

are only displaced about an inch by its Scm tem
porary cavity: subtract the 2.4cm hole from Scm 

and divide the remainder by two - which gives 
the maximum possible displacement distance of 

2.Scm - or 1 . 1  inch. There are a few pulpy organs 
in the body (liver, spleen, kidney) whose tissue 
could be damaged somewhat by being displaced an 
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inch. For the most part, however, the human body 
is composed of elastic tissue, which, like a shock 
absorber, can absorb this small displacement with
out suffering significant damage. 

The fallacious idea that the diameter of the 
temporary cavity produced by a given projectile is 
directly proportional to the "incapacitation" pro
duced by that projectile was dreamed up by ord
nance engineers who had little understanding of the 
characteristics of human tissue. These same gov
ernment engineers apparently still haven't figured 
out why the law enforcement community, forensic 
science laboratories, and everybody elso who un
derstands scientific methodology gave up using 
their "NATO gelatine" nearly a decade ago. 

About a dozen years ago, when ordnance 
gelatin was fmally calibrated against living animal 
tissue2, bullet testing started to become a science. 
It was only several years later, however, when we 
began to verify the characteristics of each block of 
gelatin with a standard calibration projectile (a BB 
shot at 1 SO m/s ( 590 ft/s ), immediately prior to 
shooting it, that its transformation into a mature 
science was completed. Since bullet testing be
came reproducible and comparable its use has 

grown extensively: this is the true "revolution" -
that FN appears to have missed. Currently, more 
than fifty laboratories (including those of all of the 
major bullet manufacturers in the USA) are using 
1 0% gelatin, shooting it at four degrees C, and 
verifying its quality with identical standard BB 
shots. Scientific method requires a reproducible 
quantitative comparison standard. In the past dec
ade since bullet testing has had such a standard, 
bullet manufacturers have improved the reliability 
of their handgun bullets remarkably. 

It took the unnecessary sacrifice of two FBI 
agents to teach us that the magic of "kinetic energy 
transfer," in the form of an orange-sized temporary 
cavity, does not reliably incapacitate the human 
body of a determined aggressor. What does even
tually incapacitate the human body (determined or 

not), reliably, is putting a hole in a large blood ves
sel (consider the heart a modified vessel). For a 
bullet to reach and disrupt these vessels from vari
ous angles, sometimes having to perforate an arm 
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on the way, at least a 1 2  inch penetration depth 
was deemed necessary (the bullet that failed in Mi
ami penetrated only eight inches). That was the 

recommendation of the FBI's Wound Ballistics 
Workshop of 1 9S7. Handgun bullets of lower ve
locity and higher weight, designed around this new 
penetration standard, were adopted shortly thereaf
ter by most knowledgeable law enforcement 
groups. In 1 993, another Wound Ballistics Seminar 
(larger than the 1 98 7  Workshop) was held at the 
FBI Academy and the group was unanimous in af
firming the increased effectiveness of the more 
deeply penetrating slower and heavier bullets . 

The striking peculiarity of the P-90 bullet 
was its bizarre ninety-degree curved course in tis
sue3 . Although Mr. Saracino doesn't say so di
rectly, he hints (tumbles after Scm) that the SS 1 90 
bullet retains this same characteristic : which makes 
it certain to miss any vital structure at which it is 
aimed. if that structure is deeper than 1 0 to 1 2cm 
from the skin. 

So here we have FN, still using the pseudo

scientific "NATO gelatine" and still pushing theo
ries proven invalid a decade ago. Yes, FN's 
"Revolution" certainly appears to be "in slow mo

tion" - it might even be in reverse.  

Martin L. Fackler, MD, Editor, 
Wound Ballistics Review, and President, 
International Wound Ballistics Association 
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JOURNAL OF TRAUMA CONTINUES TO RE

VEAL THE FRAIL TIES OF THEIR PEER RE

VIEW AND EDITORIAL REVIEW 

Dr. Basil Pruitt, editor of the Journal of Trauma wrote 
the following regarding the following two letters. 

I have forwarded your proposed letter re
garding the Sasaki and Mittal article to the review
ers of that manuscript, who stand by their recom
mendation for publication and consider your letter 
to be unnecessarily rude, to have little bearing upon 
the clinical aspects of the case reported, and to have 
little relevance to the management of such patients. 
Similarly, I have forwarded your proposal letter 
about the article by McKenzie et al. to those re
viewers, and they stand by their decision and, 
again, consider your comments to be insulting and 
to have little impact or relevance to the conclusions 
drawn by the authors on the basis of their study. 

It appears as if the editor and reviewers of the Journal 
of Trauma have kept up quite well with the politically correct 
climate of the times. Feeling "insulted" by the exposure of their 
errors apparently caused them too much emotional trauma to 
make corrections. 

Sasaki LS, Mittal VK. Small bowel laceration from a 
penetrating extraperitoneal gunshot wound: A case re
port. J Trauma 39(3):602�04, 1995. 

To the editor: 
The authors of "Small bowel laceration from a pene

trating extraperitoneal gunshot wound: A case report" (J 
Trauma 1 995;39(3):602-604) reported a perforated loop of je
junum, and a contusion of another jejunal loop, caused by a 
through-and-through tangential gunshot wound of the abdomi
nal wall which apparently did not penetrate the peritoneum. 
They mentioned that they could find no previous reports of pur
ported small bowel perforation caused by an extraperitoneal 
gunshot wound: they apparently missed the report of Edwards 
and Gaspard I .  

Since the bullet path in the abdominal wall, reported 
by Sasaki and Mittal, showed evidence of "extensive soft-tissue 
injury" it is likely that the damage was caused by tissue dis
placement caused by a large temporary cavity - possibly from 
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a rifle bullet. This mechanism would also cause a sudden dis
placement of peritoneal contents, maximal in the area adjacent 
to the bullet path. Although Sasaki and Mittal claimed that a 
"unique mechanism of injury" (which they failed to describe) 
caused the jejunal perforation, they mentioned, in passing, that 
"The small bowel has also been injured in blunt trauma."  If, 
indeed, there was no missed peritoneal perforation, by the bullet 
itself or a small fragment of it, the injury they reported was, in 
fact, due to blunt trauma - from the temporary cavity pro
duced by the bullet. In their discourse on bullet trauma they 
relied upon the imprecise jargon ''blast injury" and repeatedly 
invoked "transfer of kinetic energy" (seven times!) as a pseudo
explanation. Use of the kinetic energy smoke screen readily 
identifies authors who do not understand wounding mecha
nisms: ifthey understood them, why would they not explain the 
actual mechanical movements and interactions that disrupted 
the tissue? Kinetic energy transfer is clearly not a mechanism of 
injury: it is an abstraction, often used, counterproductively, to 
replace the primary attributes of bullet mass and velocity. 
Sasaki and Mittal apparently did not realize that the temporary 
cavity (a true "mechanism" of injury) produced by a bullet is 
nothing more than a localized "blunt trauma" - whose force 
simply displaces tissue as does any other form of "blunt 
trauma." These authors are certainly not alone in being misled 
by the popular kinetic energy fallacy: but there is copious solid 
evidence in print that exposes this as fallacy beyond any rea
sonable doubt <2�> 

Saskai and Mittal have also apparently misunderstood 
and been misled by a paper of Wang, et al. (their reference 10). 

In this paper, Wang, et al. reported shooting experi
mental fragments weighing about 5 grains (presumably steel 
cubes - although described as "square fragments"), at striking 
velocities up to more than 6000 ftlsec, into the hind legs of 14 
kg dogs. Wounds produced by these fragments are simply not 
comparable to wounds seen on present or past battlefields7• 
Wang et al. justified their study by predicting that possibly such 
very high velocity fragments might be seen on future battle
fields - repeating a.. prediction (proven false by the passage of 
time) expressed in 1 976 by Charters and Charters, who did a 
similar, seriously flawed, "theoretical" study'!. The fallacies in 
the Charters and Charters study were exposed by two studies 
done in the 1980s7•9• The reason that the predictions for tiny 
ultra-high velocity fragments have not, and are unlikely to 
come true is that the drag forces on projectiles in air increase 
with the square of their velocity and inversely with fragment 
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size. Thus, tiny, very high speed fragments lose velocity very 
rapidly and are an extremely inefficient way

. 
to use ordnance 

potential. 
Wang et al. also coined the meaningless term 

"concussion zone" which Saskai and Mittal picked up and ap
plied, improperly, in their figure six. They apparently did not 
understand that a damage profile produced in the leg of a 14 kg 
dog by a steel cube traveling at 6000 ftlsec cannot be applied to 
a wolUld in an adult human probably caused by a rifle bullet 
traveling at less than half that velocity. 

How could Saskai and Mittal know that "the trans
mission of kinetic energy was tremendous, resulting in contu
sion zones and/or concussion zones within the abdomen." when 
they did not know the type, mass or velocity of the projectile? 
"Tremendous" is an imprecise, emotionally charged term -
not one that is properly used in scientific discourse. 

Martin L. Fackler MD, F ACS, President 
International WolUld Ballistics Association 
Edit6r, Wound Ballistics Review 
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McKenzie HJ, Coil JA, Ankney RN. Experimen

tal thoracoabdominal airgun wounds in a porcine 

model. J Trauma 39:1164-1167, 1995. 

To the editor: 
The authors of "Experimental thoracoabdominal air

gun wounds in a porcine model" (J Trauma 1995;39: 1 164-
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1 167) purport to have determined eight perforation threshold 
velocities for airgun pellets in a pig model: for thoracic skin, for 
the thoracic wall, for abdominal skin, and for the abdominal 
wall. They report determining each of these four threshold ve
locities with two differently shaped airgun pellets. Remarkably, 
they claim to have made these eight determinations with a total 
of only 36 shots. Even more remarkably, they claim to have 
done this with two fixed velocity airglUls (one handgun and one 
rifle). 

Anybody familiar with V-50 testing, the standard for 
establishing a scientifically valid perforation threshold, recog
nizes that the capacity to continuously vary projectile striking 
velocity is necessary for such determinations. One needs a 
pump type variable velocity air gun, or handloading capability 
to vary powder charges when using firearms. Even when done 
by experts experienced with the technique, a minimum of 
about 13  shots is usually required to obtain the five perforations 
and the five nonperforations necessary to calculate a single 
perforation threshold1 • Hence one would estimate the number of 
shots needed to establish the eight thresholds reported in this 
paper at certainly no fewer than 104. 

Since McKenzie, Coil and Ankney claim to have de
termined their thresholds with about one-third of this number of 
shots, we must look carefully at their data to see how they did 
this. Unfortunately, this is impossible since they have only re
ported statistical summaries in place of this data. 

Their experimental design raises serious questions: 
the air rifle pellets were reported to have been fired from three 
distances "to determine perforation velocities at varying dis
tances." These distances were, astonishingly, "point blank, 2.5 
feet, and 5 feet." They failed to define "point blank," but it must 
be at least one foot in order to get the chronograph screens 
(which are spaced one foot apart in the chronograph model they 
used) between the airgun muzzle and the pig. Although persons 
who understand wound ballistics and scientific discourse do not 
use the term, both 2.5 and 5 foot distances would be considered 
to be "point blank" as the term is generally used. The most seri
ous problem, however, is not one of semantics, but one of 
physics: the velocity loss between distances of one, 2.5 and 5 
feet with the airguns used would be less than the random scatter 
of velocities between identical shots. McKenzie et al. reported a 
scatter of up to ±9 ftlsec their statistical summary. They also 
mentioned recording a velocity of 417 ftlsec at a range of 100 ft, 
which is a velocity loss of 1 .5 ftlsec per foot traveled (muzzle 
velocity 567 ftlsec): this pellet's velocity loss over 4 feet (the 
difference between their one foot "point blank" and their 5 feet 
distance), therefore, would be only about 6 ftlsec - an insig
nificant velocity loss. 

Other problems with this paper include: 
• One cannot tell what was done from the written descrip

tions - all things considered, one must strongly suspect 
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that these authors did not know how to do a valid V-50, 
and have, thus, not established any true "thresholds" at all. 
The only chance of figuring this out would be by studying 
the raw data -which was not given. 
Table 1 shows exactly the same "thresholds" for the skin of 
the thoracic region as for the skin of the abdomen (384±4 
for the pointed tip pellet and 403±3 for the blunt tip pellet). 
It is difficult to believe that such a coincidence could have 
occurred. Others who have recorded minimal skin perfora
tion velocities with airgun pellets have shown such varia
tions as having a pellet perforate at 331 ft/sec and having 
another in the same area, under the same conditions, not 
perforate at a striking velocity of 358 ft/sec2• This is the 
reason that a V-50 test, rather than a few random observa
tions, is needed to establish a valid perforation threshold. 
Inconsistencies: in the methods section only shots at the 
aforementioned distances (up to 5 feet) are mentioned, yet 
in the results section we found "Some impact velocities 
were measured at longer ranges, and at 50 feet, the pistol 
(RWS) had an impact velocity of 398 ft/sec. The rifle 
(Beeman) had an impact velocity of 417 ft/sec at 100 ft." 
The rifle's reported muzzle velocity was 567 ft/sec and a 
loss of 150 ft/sec over 100 feet is reasonable. The pistol, 
however, was reported to have a muzzle velocity of 399 
ft/sec, and a lqss uf only one ft/sec over 50 feet is impossi
ble: the laws of physics just do not allow it. Also, one must 
wonder if these longer distance shots were included in the 
statistical calculations. 
Airgun velocities of "50-70 ft/sec in the 1 960s" are men
tioned. This is simply wrong - airgun velocities in the 
1960s were about the same as they are today. The reference 
the authors cite to support this does not mention airgun 
velocities in the 1960s. 
In addition to the aforementioned false citation, there is 
more carelessness in referencing: McKenzie et al. refer
ence 25 fails to support the fact for which it was cited. That 
reference, in fact, is a repeat of the same book cited for ref
erence 8 and in both cases the listing is in error. The refer
ence is to a book with a sole author, but it was cited with 
the author named as editor and then mentioned again as 
author of the chapter cited. They cited a "personal com
munication" without giving the person communicated with 
or the year of the communication. 
They wrote that "Porcine epidermis is thicker than human 
epidermis." Actually, the thickness of human and porcine 
epidermis are nearly the same: the epidermis of the do
mestic pig is 70-140 microns thick and the thickness of the 
human is 50-120 microns 3 
These authors are not alone in failing to take into consid
eration the variations in thickness of the skin at various 
anatomic sites. But they failed to mention into which part 
of the abdominal and chest walls the pellets were fired. 

Were they all fired into the front of the torso? or some into 
the sides? or were some fired into the front and some into 
the sides? This crucial information is missing. They also 
failed to mention that, on page 1 166, they were comparing 
their shots into the pig torso with shots into human legs. 
There is a large variation in dermal thickness with anat
omic site - both in pigs and in humans. Any meaningful 
study on threshold velocities must at least specifY clearly 
the anatomic location of shots. It is probably asking too 
much to have authors take a skin biopsy near the target site 
in order to measure the skin thickness. But how else can 
we obtain truly valid comparable data? 

The authors of this paper probably recorded a great 
deal of potentially useful data: then hid it behind a statistical 
smoke screen. If they had been subjected to a reviewer or editor 
who understands wound ballistics this potentially valuable data 
might have been saved and they could have avoided the embar
rassment of publishing an error-ridden paper of such question
able validity. 

A knowledgeable reviewer or editor would have de
manded a simple table, with columns for 1)  projectile type, 2) 
projectile striking velocity, 3) anatomic location of shot, 4) 
thickness of torso wall at location of shot, and 5) penetration 
distance of pellet (including failures to penetrate the skin). Such 
a reviewer or editor would also have demanded that a notation 
be made alongside any shot that hit a rib or any other bone (Fig. 
5 in this paper notes a shot through a rib but this is not men
tioned in the discussion). Such a compilation would be worth 
far more to the scholarly reader than the statistical summaries. 

These authors have apparently been victimized by a 
peer review system that was incapable of recognizing the po
tential usefulness of their data and hence did not help them to 
bring it out. This is a sad commentary on a journal that by its 
very title purports expertise on all kinds of trauma. 

Martin L. Fackler MD, F ACS, President 
International Wound Ballistics Assn, 

Editor, Wound Ballistics Review 

Richard T. Mason, MD, ChiefMedical Examiner 
Santa Cruz County, CA 
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science. 
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